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Executive Summary
Overview
In the spring of 2014, the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments (PPACG) and Mountain
Metropolitan Transit (MMT or Mountain Metro) partnered to conduct a long range examination of
specialized transportation services provided throughout the Pikes Peak Region. The focus of this
Specialized Transportation Coordinate Plan Update (Specialized Plan) is to present specific actions
to improve specialized mobility options, coordination, cost control, and the overall effectiveness
of the regional services. The Specialized Plan proposes a stepped approach to build on the existing
partnerships, coordination, and projects that are already ongoing between specialized providers.
The plan takes a measured, but progressive approach to advance the development of specialized
services through 2040.
The Specialized Plan was developed in parallel with the Transit Plan for the study area. The two
plans are separate but interrelated and aim to provide broader mobility for all members of the
community. Both the Specialized Transportation Coordination Plan and the Transit Plan will be
included as components the 2040 Moving Forward Regional Transportation Plan for the Pikes
Peak area.
Plan Study Area
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Context
The study area of this plan encompasses the urbanized portion of the Colorado Springs
metropolitan area including the following:
 The City of Colorado Springs;
 The City of Fountain;
 The City of Manitou Springs;
 Portions of El Paso County; and
 Portions of Teller County.
The overall study area encompasses the current service area for MMT, as well as the broader
service area for specialized transportation provided by MMT (Mountain Metro Transit) and other
coordinated providers of specialized transportation services.
Project Guidance
Multiple organizations, agencies, and local governments provided critical input to the plan as
project partners and active members of the project Steering Committee. The overarching purpose
of the Steering Committee was to guide the plan development and provide initial feedback on
potential specialized and transit options and improvements. The Steering Committee tracked the
plan progress and provided input from the perspective of their individual jurisdiction or
organization.
Steering Committee
Steering Committee Members
Amblicab

Mobility Coordinating Committee (MCC)

Colorado Springs Citizens Transportation Advisory Board
(CTAB)

Mountain Metropolitan Transit

City of Fountain

Peterson Air Force Base (AFB)

Colorado Springs City Council

PPACG

Colorado Springs Cycling Club

Pikes Peak United Way

Colorado Springs Housing Authority

PPACG Community Advisory Committee

Community Transit Coalition

Regional Business Alliance

El Paso County Commission

School District 11

El Paso County Dept. of Human Services

Silver Key Senior Services

El Paso County Public Health

Springs Rescue Mission

El Pomar Foundation

The Independence Center

Fort Carson

Transit Passenger Advisory Committee

Fort Carson Retiree Activities Council

University of Colorado at Colorado Springs (UCCS)

LiveWell
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Guiding Principles
The overall focus of the Specialized Plan and Transit Plan was driven by the goals and objectives
developed for the overall 2040 Regional Transportation Plan. The 2040 Regional Transportation
Plan encompasses all areas of transportation throughout the region.

The Specialized Transportation and Transit plans are two elements (of many)
included in the Regional Transportation Plan.
The regional plan is updated at regular intervals to reflect the changing priorities, funding, and
needs for the Pikes Peak area. The goals and objectives developed for the 2040 Regional
Transportation Plan were adapted by the Steering Committee for use as the guiding principles of
both the Specialized Transportation Coordination and Transit plans.
Goals
Develop a regional Specialized Plan and a Transit Plan, which:






Serves as the basis for future planning and grant approvals;
Provides a coordination framework and specific initiatives for the short-, medium- and longterm;
Creates strong stakeholder input and buy-in;
Is aligned with state and federal plans; and
Builds on the goals and performance measures for the 2040 Regional Transportation Plan.

Objectives
The overall plan objectives include:








Provide transportation choice;
Improve access to jobs, schools, medical facilities and other services, especially for people
without other transportation options;
Create efficiencies and improve cost-effectiveness of services;
Provide congestion relief;
Promote environmental stewardship;
Promote economic vitality; and
Promote the coordination of services (public, private, and non-profit).

The goals and objectives were consistently referenced throughout the development of the plans
to ensure consistency with the broader 2040 Regional Transportation planning process and to
ensure focus on the critical principles for each plan element.
Process and Stakeholder Input
The project process followed a stepped approach, which resulted in the development of broad
specialized transportation options. The process included multiple opportunities for input from the
residents, specialized transportation users, business community, major employers, transit users,
potential users, etc. At each step in the process, the options were further refined and ultimately
formed specialized transportation scenarios, groups of potential improvements organized under
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key themes. The analysis and public input related to the scenarios resulted in the ultimate
recommendations.
Process

Two major levels of examination of the specialized transportation options were completed. This
included identification and community review of the ‘guiding themes’ and then the examination of
specialized transportation scenarios as potential recommendations.

Four key themes were identified in the initial phases of the plan
development for consideration by project stakeholders.
These two key levels represent the points where potential specialized transportation
improvements were advanced in the process. The initial themes that focused on the provision of
specialized transportation included:



Theme: Coordination, cost and resource sharing among specialized transit operators.
Theme: Promote use of fixed-route network for select specialized transit trips.

The table below provides further details on the examination and the associated stakeholder input
opportunities.
Examination and Outreach
Examination

Definition

Outreach Activities Completed

Guiding Themes

The initial identification (scoping) and
examination of the full range of potential
specialized transportation ideas. The potential
ideas were organized into broader ‘themes’ for
discussion and input with stakeholders.



Multiple internal team meetings



Steering Committee meetings #1 and #2



Stakeholder questionnaire #1



Community meeting #1 completed



Stakeholder focus groups and interviews
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Examination

Definition

Outreach Activities Completed

Examination Of
Scenarios

This step included identifying specific
specialized transportation improvements
based on the broader themes for transit. These
potential improvements were ultimately
refined to form the plan recommendations in
5, 10, and 20 year timeframes.



Multiple internal team meetings



Steering Committee meetings #3 and #4



Stakeholder questionnaire #2



Community meeting #2 completed

Criteria
The examination of scenarios included considering each potential improvement against various
‘criteria’.

Applying the criteria to each of the potential specialized transportation
improvements helped to identify the best performers for ultimate inclusion
as recommendations in the plan.
The criteria were also based on the broader guiding principles for the plans. Application of criteria
included both quantitative and qualitative assessment. The criteria helped to guide the decision
making, but the ultimate determination of the recommendations was based on input from PPACG,
MMT, the Steering Committee, and input from public stakeholders. Table 2.2 presents each
criterion and a definition of each criterion for purposes of this plan.
Table 1.1: Criteria
Criterion

Definition

Fiscal

Examines potential costs, funding, phasing

Mobility

Considers the achievement of multimodal connectivity across the region

Community

Presents the potential benefits and/or impacts to local stakeholders

Deliverability

Considers the technical opportunities and constraints for developing the transit
improvements

Examination of Specialized Transportation Scenarios
Early in the project inception, the project team engaged with key stakeholders to understand the
current strengths, weaknesses, challenges, and opportunities associated with the specialized
transportation service within the study area. These brainstorming sessions became the basis for
scoping of the range of potential specialized transportation needs (potential physical
improvements and policies). This scoping of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges
were ultimately organized into the four themes of potential projects or policy improvements.
The themes and ultimately the more detailed specialized transportation scenarios were examined
in comparison to each of the criteria. Those specialized transportation improvements with the
best potential outcomes were advanced for future consideration.
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The specialized transportation scenarios also incorporated stakeholder input
through review by the Steering Committee, online questionnaires, and
community meetings.
Each of the scenarios were further refined based on this input, forming the ultimate
recommendations of the plan.
Recommendations
The recommendations of the plan are based on the assessment of the key themes, as well as the
existing coordination plans and initiatives. These recommendations endorse the progress made to
date related to specialized transportation in the region. This plan recommendations support the
continued efforts to improve specialized transportation in existing and new areas. Each of the plan
recommendations is summarized in the following sections.
Mobility Manager Role
Coordination of activities in a multiple-provider environment is not only required to access
funding, it has been demonstrated to achieve important savings, productivity gains, and increased
capacity potential. Overall, these factors play a significant role in improving transportation options
for people with disabilities.
It is recommended that the Mobility Manager take on the role of champion in the coordination
efforts, at least initially to promote each initiative and manage the development of an
implementation team. As these teams are developed, team leaders should be encouraged to take
on increasing leadership roles in the development and management of the implementation plan,
reducing the level of active involvement of the Mobility Management Office, while still
maintaining a key coordinating role for the Mobility Manager.
Theme: Coordination
Existing efforts, best practice and input from the stakeholders led to the development of a range
of areas where coordination could be implemented, continued, or improved. The 2035 Human
Services Coordination Plan outlined the possibilities for a number of these, including a detailed
plan for the implementation of a joint scheduling and dispatch system. The table below presents
the general approach to coordination through this theme.
Coordination Program
Policy Recommendation

Initial Stage

Developmental Stage

Mature Stage

Information Sharing
Single Entry/Linked
Information Sharing

Clearinghouse
Shared Facilities/Tech
Single Curriculum

Common/Shared
Single Function
One Agency Delivery

Customer Service
Information
Call Center
Travel Training
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Policy Recommendation

Initial Stage

Developmental Stage

Mature Stage

Operator Training

Information Sharing

Shared Curriculum

Common Curriculum

Volunteer Coordination
Scheduling And Dispatch
Service Delivery

Information Sharing
Shared Technology

Resource Sharing
Shared Dispatch
Resource Sharing

Pooled Volunteers
Common Dispatch
Hybrid Brokerage

Combining Orders
Information Sharing

Joint Procurement
Joint Contract

Common Maintenance

Operations

Fleet
Procurement
Maintenance

As shown in the table, the recommended coordination programs come under three broad groups:




Customer service: enhance the rider experience, and make it easier for customers across the
region to access information, understand the system, and ride to where they want to go.
Operations: avoid duplication of operational practices across the multiple agencies, and use
economies of scale to increase effectiveness and efficiency, thus, lowering costs per trip.
Fleet: Share resources and services to either save money or increase capacity, reducing the
unit cost of owning and maintaining a fleet of vehicles.

Theme: Promote the Use of Fixed-route Transit
It is recommended that the specialized service providers build on other initiatives (user training,
etc.) to transition appropriately qualified users to the MMT fixed-route service. However, this can
only be achieved if MMT stops are fully ADA accessible and there is connectivity from origin to
destination. This may require transfers between services to deliver passengers to their final
destinations. There are two key opportunities for service integration and coordination:



Integration between specialized services (Metro Mobility or other providers) and fixed-route;
and
Integration among specialized service providers.

Each of these opportunities can require passengers to transfer between vehicles.
Longer-term initiatives would need to proceed to fully integrate specialized and fixed-route transit
services. The recommended initiatives include:






Establish service standards and eligibility determination for fixed-route trips;
Develop coordinated travel policies;
Expand and enhance neighborhood accessibility;
Establish technology supports; and
System evolution to trip-by-trip eligibility.

This chapter presents the current funding and revenues available for specialized transit, related to
recommended projects and initiatives.
Funding
The plan provides an overview of the various federal, state and regional funding that is currently
or could be utilized to support the operations, maintenance, and expansion of specialized
transportation services throughout the region. Specific cost estimates are provided for each of the
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recommendations included in the plan. Various agencies with similar and complementary
objectives compete for many of the same funds, introducing an unproductive competitive
atmosphere into what are designed to be collaborative efforts. Stable funding for the coordinating
the role of the Mobility Management Office could help to address this situation.
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1

Introduction
Preface
In the spring of 2014, the Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments (PPACG) and Mountain
Metropolitan Transit (MMT or Mountain Metro) partnered to conduct a long range examination of
specialized transportation services provided throughout the Pikes Peak Region. The focus of this
Specialized Transportation Coordinate Plan Update (Specialized Plan) is to present specific actions
to improve specialized mobility options, coordination, cost control, and the overall effectiveness
of the regional services. The Specialized Plan proposes a stepped approach to build on the existing
partnerships, coordination, and projects between specialized providers. The plan takes a
measured, but progressive approach to advance the development of specialized services through
2040.
Specialized transportation services deliver critical mobility options for seniors, people with
disabilities, and those with limited mobility. Without these specialized transportation services,
many in the community would not have access to basic human services, health care, shopping, or
employment. Multiple public and nonprofit organizations directly provide (or support) specialized
transportation services in the region. This plan provides a snapshot of the current state of
specialized transportation in the Pikes Peak Region. Additionally, the plan examines potential
future growth and trends within the community to project specialized mobility needs through
2040.
This study was completed as part of the 2040 Moving Forward Regional Transportation Plan for
the Pikes Peak area. This report serves as an update to the previous 2035 Human Services
Coordination Plan. The findings and recommendations in this document support the development
of content for the specialized transportation section of the 2040 Regional Transportation Plan and
will be included as an appendix to that plan.
This initial chapter presents basic context for the study including purpose, structure, study area,
and ultimate goals and objectives to be achieved. Because of the interrelatedness of the planning
process for the fixed-route and specialized transportation plans, some of the background material
discussed in the Transit Plan document has been reinforced in this document.
Plan Study Area
The study area of this plan encompasses the urbanized portion of the Colorado Springs
metropolitan area including the following:
 The City of Colorado Springs;
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 The City of Fountain;
 The City of Manitou Springs;
 Portions of El Paso County; and
 Portions of Teller County.
A graphic depiction of this area is included below in Figure 1.1. In general, the plan study area
approximately extends to the:
 North – at Interstate-25 (I-25) and North Gate Boulevard;
 South – to the City of Fountain;
 East – east of Marksheffel Road; and


West – to the City of Manitou Springs.

The overall study area encompasses the current service area for MMT, as well as the broader
service area for specialized transportation provided by MMT (Metro Mobility) and other
coordinated providers of specialized transportation services.
Figure 1.1: Plan Study Area
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Organization of the Plan
This plan document is structured in six core chapters with additional technical backup included in
the appendix. The information in each chapter provides context for the subsequent chapters. A
brief description of each chapter is provided below as a preface to the document.
Chapter 1. Introduction – Provides general context for the creation of the plan and those
decision makers involved. This chapter documents the overarching vision and
guiding principles that directed the plan priorities and recommendations.
Chapter 2. Process – Defines the step-by-step process followed for creation of the plan,
identification of the issues, identification of the projects or solutions for each
issue, and ultimately leading to the recommendations in Chapter 6.
Chapter 3. Area Profile (Mobility Audit) – Documents the background information researched
to fully understand the current and future transportation framework. This chapter
provides key background data on local demographics, socioeconomic information,
and future projections.
Chapter 4. Stakeholder Involvement – Documents the range of stakeholders engaged in the
project from inception to the final plan. Several major outreach activities were
undertaken at key milestones in the project including public meetings, public
presentations, and two online questionnaires.
Chapter 5. Themes, Options, and Recommendations – Details the identification of various
strengths, weaknesses, challenges, and opportunities related to specialized
transportation service within the study area. Using the previous coordination plan
as a guide, this chapter provides updates to the overall coordination themes, and
recommends continued action on specialized transportation coordination
activities.
Chapter 6. Funding Analysis and Implementation Strategies – Sets out the priority actions and
potential funding sources for the recommendations.

Plan Leadership & Guidance
Development of the specialized transportation and transit elements of the 2040 Moving Forward
Regional Transportation Plan were led by PPACG and MMT. The funding for these plan elements
includes a combination of funds from PPACG (40%) and MMT (60%).

MMT and PPACG staff managed the plans development, budget, and
schedule.
The sections below detail the structure of how the team functioned and communicated.
Additional details on the specific input provided by each group and how this input directed the
development of the plan are included in Chapter 4.
Project Management Team
A project management team (PMT) was created as a body to guide the plan development and
provide overall management throughout the process. The management team members included
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representatives from PPACG, MMT, and the consultant team. A list of members of the PMT is
shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Project Management Team Members
Organizations

PMT Members

Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments

Specialized Transportation Plan Project Manager: Angel Bond,
Mobility Manager
Senior Advisor: Craig Casper, PPACG Transportation Director

Mountain Metropolitan Transit

Transit Project Plan Manager: Brian Vitulli, Planning Supervisor
Senior Advisor: Craig Blewitt, Director of Mountain Metropolitan
Transit

Consultant Team

Various members from the consultant team (Steer Davies Gleave,
CDR Associates, OV Consulting)

The PMT met at regular intervals (weekly or bi-weekly) to guide the development and
administrative functions of the plans. The PMT was supported by a variety of staff at PPACG and
MMT to provide input to the planning process. Participation in select PMT meetings included
PPACG and MMT staff from public relations, finance, etc.
Project Partners – Steering Committee
Multiple organizations, agencies, and local governments provided critical input to the plan as
project partners and active members of the project Steering Committee. The overarching purpose
of the Steering Committee was to guide the plan development and provide initial feedback on
potential specialized transportation and transit options and improvements. The Steering
Committee members met four times during the project.

Each Steering Committee meeting was timed at an important milestone in
the project to obtain feedback and direction from the members.
Typically, the Steering Committee input came prior to outreach activities with public stakeholders
including online questionnaires, focus groups, stakeholder interviews, community meetings, etc.
The Steering Committee tracked the plan progress and provided input from the perspective of
their individual jurisdictions or organizations. The Steering Committee members included the local
jurisdictions or organizations shown in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2: Steering Committee
Steering Committee Members
Amblicab

Mobility Coordinating Committee (MCC)

Colorado Springs Citizens Transportation Advisory Board
(CTAB)

Mountain Metropolitan Transit

City of Fountain

Peterson Air Force Base (AFB)

Colorado Springs City Council

PPACG

Colorado Springs Cycling Club

Pikes Peak United Way
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Steering Committee Members
Colorado Springs Housing Authority

PPACG Community Advisory Committee

Community Transit Coalition

Regional Business Alliance

El Paso County Commission

School District 11

El Paso County Dept. of Human Services

Silver Key Senior Services

El Paso County Public Health

Springs Rescue Mission

El Pomar Foundation

The Independence Center

Fort Carson

Transit Passenger Advisory Committee

Fort Carson Retiree Activities Council

University of Colorado at Colorado Springs (UCCS)

LiveWell

At the first meeting, Steering Committee members shared their expectations of this committee
and the overall planning process. The bullets below summarize the key themes for the various
goals identified by Steering Committee members. These goals generally reflect the needs of the
organizations represented on the Steering Committee.












Find ways to support specific populations, including those who do not drive, low-income
residents, students, aging adults, veterans and choice riders;
Increase the volume of transit riders, including choice riders;
Provide education about transit;
Ensure public involvement and outreach is being conducted;
Develop a cohesive system that is consistent with a comprehensive plan;
Identify stable funding sources for transit;
Consider how the transit system can help increase the regional economic vitality;
Build a visionary outlook for the whole transit system;
Consider new technology;
Re-establish connections with Fort Carson; and
Reduce parking needs at UCCS by making transit an alternative.

Additional details regarding the results of the Steering Committee meetings and engagement with
all stakeholders are detailed in Chapter 4.

Guiding Principles of the Plan
The overall focus of both the specialized and transit plans was driven by the goals and objectives
developed for the overall 2040 Regional Transportation Plan. The 2040 Regional Transportation
Plan encompasses all areas of transportation throughout the region. Specialized transportation
and fixed-route transit are two elements (of many) included in the Specialized Transportation
Plan. The regional plan is updated at regular intervals to reflect the changing priorities, funding,
and needs for the Pikes Peak Region. The goals and objectives developed for the 2040 Regional
Transportation Plan were adapted by the Steering Committee for use as the guiding principles of
both the Specialized Plan and the Transit Plan.
Goals
Develop a regional Specialized Plan and a Transit Plan, which:
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Serves as the basis for future planning and grant approvals;
Provides a coordination framework and specific initiatives for the short-, medium- and longterm;
Creates strong stakeholder input and buy-in;
Is aligned with state and federal plans; and
Builds on the goals and performance measures for the 2040 Regional Transportation Plan.

Objectives
The overall plan objectives include:








Provide transportation choice;
Improve access to jobs, schools, medical facilities and other services, especially for people
without other transportation options;
Create efficiencies and improve cost-effectiveness of services;
Provide congestion relief;
Promote environmental stewardship;
Promote economic vitality; and
Promote the coordination of services (public, private, and non-profit).

The goals and objectives were consistently referenced throughout the
development of the plans to ensure consistency with the broader 2040
Regional Transportation planning process and to ensure focus on the critical
principles for each plan element.
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2

Process
Context
This chapter is intended to provide a clear understanding of the process for identification and
examination of the specialized transportation recommendations. While this chapter focuses on
the process, the examination of potential specialized improvements and recommended outcomes
are presented in detail in Chapter 5.
Work began in summer 2014 with the initial Steering Committee meeting. The Committee
reviewed and confirmed the process for identifying and ultimately determining the
recommendations for both the Specialized Plan and the Transit Plan.

The first meeting of the project Steering Committee and initial community
meeting were used to explain, obtain input from stakeholder and the public,
and confirm the project process before advancing.
The examination confirmed by the Steering Committee and public stakeholders was characterized
by a multi-step process. The steps included multiple opportunities for input from specialized
transportation users, area residents, business community, major employers, transit users,
potential transit users, etc. Figure 2.1 graphically details the general steps in the process.
Figure 2.1: Process
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The two major levels of the process included identification and community review of the ‘guiding
themes’ and examination of specialized transportation scenarios as potential recommendations.

Four key themes were identified in the initial phases of plan development for
consideration by project stakeholders.
These two key levels represent the points, at which potential specialized transportation
improvements were advanced in the process. The initial themes that focused on specialized
transportation included:



Coordination, cost, and resource sharing among specialized transit operators.
Promote use of fixed-route network for select specialized transit trips.

The themes are discussed in detail in Chapter 5. Table 2.1 provides a summary of each level of
examination and the outreach activities completed.
Table 2.1: Examination and Outreach
Examination

Definition

Outreach Activities Completed

Guiding Themes

The initial identification (scoping) and
examination of the full range of potential
specialized transportation ideas. The potential
ideas were organized into broader ‘themes’ for
discussion and input with stakeholders.



Multiple PMT Meetings.



Steering Committee Meetings #1 and #2.



Stakeholder Questionnaire #1.



Community Meeting #1 Completed.



Stakeholder Focus Groups and
Interviews.



Multiple PMT Meetings.



Steering Committee Meetings #3 and #4.



Stakeholder Questionnaire #2.



Community Meeting #2 Completed.

Examination of
Scenarios

This step included identifying specific
specialized transportation improvements
based on the broader themes for transit. These
potential improvements were ultimately
refined to form the plan recommendations in
5-, 10-, and 20-year timeframes.

Criteria
The examination of scenarios included considering each potential improvement against various
‘criteria’.

Applying the criteria to each of the potential specialized transportation
improvements helped to identify the best performers for ultimate inclusion
as recommendations in the plan.
The criteria were also based on the broader guiding principles for the plans. Application of criteria
included both quantitative and qualitative assessment. The criteria helped to guide the decision
making, but the ultimate determination of the recommendations was based on input from PPACG,
MMT, the Steering Committee, and input from public stakeholders. Table 2.2 presents each
criterion and a definition of each criterion for purposes of this plan.
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Table 2.2: Criteria
Criteria

Definition

Fiscal

Examines potential costs, funding, phasing.

Mobility

Considers the achievement of multimodal connectivity across the region.

Community

Presents the potential benefits and/or impacts to local stakeholders.

Deliverability

Considers the technical opportunities and constraints for developing the specialized
transportation improvements.
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3

Area Profile – Mobility Audit
Introduction
The mobility audit chapter provides the base information and existing conditions of specialized
transportation and broader transit services within the Pikes Peak Region. This section provides an
overview:





Provider Overview
Specialized Transportation Demographics
 Market
 Funding Information
 Policy and Plan Review
Peer Community Best Practices

Profile of Specialized Transportation Providers
There are a number of specialized transportation services provided in El Paso and Teller Counties.
Table 3.1 provides a summary of the various specialized transit providers and a description of the
services they offer.
Table 3.1 List of Specialized Transit Agencies
Service

Description

Community Intersections
Colorado Springs

Offers subscription transit services to employment and employment training for persons
with developmental disabilities in El Paso County whose transportation needs cannot be
met by fixed-route services and for trips, that begin or end outside of the current
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) paratransit area.
Agency receives some financial assistance from City of Colorado Springs, Pikes Peak Rural
Transportation Authority (PPRTA) tax district and Medicaid funds.

ComCor, Inc.

Offers demand-response door-to-door transit services to employment for low-income
persons in residential community corrections facilities whose transportation needs are not
met by existing fixed-route services.
Agency receives some financial assistance from federal funds.

Amblicab (Disabilities
Services, Inc.)

Offers demand-response door-to-door transit services for persons with disabilities who do
not qualify under the ADA paratransit program or who may be traveling to areas outside
the ADA coverage area.
Agency receives some financial assistance from nonprofit, City of Colorado Springs, PPRTA,
state, and federal funds, as well as from fundraising sources.
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Service

Description

El Paso Fountain Valley
Senior Citizens Program,
Inc.

Offers demand-response door-to-door transit services to seniors over 60 years old or older
in southeastern El Paso County, primarily providing connections from Fountain and Falcon
to the MMT service area for a variety of trip purposes including medical, food access,
recreation, shopping, and education. Service complements service provided by Silver Key
Senior Services depending on user needs.
Agency receives some financial assistance from the City of Fountain, PPRTA, state, and
federal funds, as well as donations.

Goodwill Industries, Inc.

Offers demand-response door-to-door transit services to persons with disabilities traveling
between Goodwill Day Program sites and residential locations outside of MMT service
area. Service is also provided to persons with disabilities travelling between the closest
point in the ADA service coverage area and the Air Force Academy.
Agency receives some financial assistance from federal funds.

Metro Mobility

Offers demand-response door-to-door transit services to persons with disabilities traveling
within the ADA service coverage area—a three-quarter mile service corridor around MMT
fixed-route services.
Agency receives some financial assistance from City general fund, PPRTA, state, and
federal funds.

Mountain Community
Senior Services

Offers demand-response door-to-door transit services to seniors 60 years old or older in
the northwest El Paso County area.
Agency receives some financial assistance from state and federal funds, as well as
donations.

Rocky Mountain Health
Care Services

Offers demand-response door-to-door transit services to seniors and persons with a brainrelated injury needing to access Rocky Mountain health care services.
Agency receives Medicaid funding.

Silver Key Senior Services

Offers demand-response door-to-door transit services to seniors 60 years old or older
generally in north and northeastern El Paso County and complements service with El Paso
Fountain Valley Senior Citizens.
Agency receives some financial assistance from City of Colorado Springs, PPRTA, state and
federal funds, as well as fundraising and donations.

Teller Senior Coalition

Offers demand-response door-to-door transit services to seniors 60 years old or older in
Teller County, which is not included in the ADA service coverage area.
Agency receives some financial assistance from state and federal funds, as well as
donations.

Community Profile
An assessment of demographic conditions in the Pikes Peak Region help to provide a clearer
picture of the market conditions for specialized transit through the course of the planning process.
This community profile examines general population and employment densities to understand the
general travel patterns anticipated, as well as specific demographic factors such as households
with low income, people with disabilities, and seniors.
All data included in this section comes from the 2010 and 2040 small area forecasts from PPACG
or the 2006-2010 American Community Survey (ACS). Not all data was forecasted for both 2010
and 2040, as detailed in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Overview of Community Profile Demographic Information
Category

Variable

Data Source

2010

2040

Population

Small Area Forecast





Employment

Small Area Forecast





Income

Small Area Forecast





Seniors

ACS



Students

Small Area Forecast



Age



Study Area & Region
Both the ACS from the US Census Bureau and small-area forecasts from PPACG cover the Pikes
Peak Region, which includes both incorporated and unincorporated areas of Teller and El Paso
Counties. The discussions below regarding community demographics examines the entire PPACG
MPO, Colorado Springs urbanized area, and the City of Colorado Springs. This analysis provides a
frame of reference for comparison and identifies similarities and differences since these
geographic areas differ from one another in land-use characteristics that have implications for
specialized transportation. Various transportation services will work in different geographic areas
based on the demographic makeup. Figure 3.1 shows the study area and the surrounding region.
Figure 3.1: Study Area and Pikes Peak Region
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Population Density
The population within the urbanized area is anticipated to grow by approximately 100,000 people
to just more than half a million people. The Pikes Peak Region is forecasted to grow a little over
one percent from slightly more than 600,000 people in 2010 to more than 800,000 people in
2040. The statewide growth rate is anticipated to be between approximately 1.7 percent between
2010 and 2040 for the State of Colorado as a whole.1 Table 3.3: describes the 2010 and 2040
populations for the entire Pikes Peak Region, the urbanized area, and the City of Colorado Springs.
Table 3.3: Population Estimates in 2010 and 2040
Region

Growth Rate

2

2010 Population

2040 Population

Pikes Peak Region

603,600

853,500

1%

City of Colorado Springs

409,500

558,200

1%

Urbanized Area

531,100

667,000

1%

In 2040, people will live across the City of Colorado Springs as well as the urbanized area. It is
anticipated that slightly more concentrated areas of population will occur around the downtown
area and along the Academy Boulevard corridor. While population density is projected to be
slightly more concentrated within the urbanized area, the growth pattern continues to perpetuate
the sprawling nature of the Pikes Peak Region as it stands today. Figure 3.2 graphically presents
regional population in 2010 and Figure 3.3 the forecasted population in 2040.

1

Population Totals for Colorado and Sub-state Regions. Colorado Department of Local Affairs, 2014. Web.
December 10, 2014. <http://www.colorado.gov/demography>
2
Rounded to the closest round percent.
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Figure 3.2: Population in 2010

Figure 3.3: Population in 2040
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Household Income
Household income is one of the greatest factors influencing transit ridership. Although not the
case for all transit agencies, in general, many transit riders tend to have lower household incomes
than the greater population. Based on the available data, it appears low-income households
would increase by one percent across the Region. The absolute numbers grow in line with the
overall population growth.

As it exists today, the majority of low income households will fall within the
urbanized area of the region.
Table 3.4, Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 shows the different concentrations of low income households
in 2010 and 2040.
Table 3.4: Low Income Households in 2010 and 2040
Region

2010 Households

2040 Households

Growth Rate

Pikes Peak Region

34,800

47,800

1%

Urbanized Area

32,400

42,200

1%

Figure 3.4: Low Income Households in 2010
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Figure 3.5: Low Income Households in 2040

Age
Table 3.5 presents the senior population in the Pikes Peak Region. A slightly greater concentration
of seniors is located in the urbanized area of the Pikes Peak Region. According to the State of
Colorado Demography Office, the total senior population for both Teller and El Paso Counties is
approximately 86,000.

The senior population is expected to grow to about 171,000 by 2040 in this
area. This is almost a three percent increase in the senior population.
Table 3.5: Senior Population
Region

Senior 2010 Population

Pikes Peak Region

57,700

Urbanized Area

52,000
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Figure 3.6: Senior Population in 2010

Employment Density
Employment is generally dispersed throughout the region. The highest concentrations are within
the core of the City of Colorado Springs, and also on the edges of the metropolitan area at the
major military installations. The military installations represent the largest employers in the
Region (along with local governments).
Table 3.6 shows the current and projected employment numbers for the region. The entire region
will experience approximately the same amount of growth.
Table 3.6: Employment in 2010 and 2040
Region

2010 Employment

2040 Employment

Growth Rate

Pikes Peak Region

319,900

470,600

2%

City of Colorado Springs

231,100

364,600

2%
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Figure 3.7: Employment Density in 2010

Figure 3.8: Employment Density in 2040
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Major Employers
Within the City of Colorado Springs, the top ten employers comprise approximately a third of all
employment within El Paso County.3 Fort Carson makes up just more than 12 percent of all the
employment.

The top four employers are military institutions—a total of approximately
quarter of all employment within El Paso County.
Table 3.7: Top Employers in the City
Rank

Employer

1

Fort Carson Army Post

Percentage of Total County Employment
12.3%

2

Peterson Air Force Base

4.1%

3

Air Force Academy

3.8%

4

Schriever Air Force Base

3.2%

5

Memorial Health Services

1.8%

6

Colorado Springs School District #11

1.5%

7

Academy School District #20

1.1%

8

Penrose-St. Francis Health Services

1.1%

9

City of Colorado Springs

0.9%

10

El Paso County

0.8%

Major Industries
The City of Colorado Springs has a variety of industries, with the top five as 1) Retail; 2) Health
Care, Social Assistance; 3) Accommodation and Food Services; 4) Education; and 5) Professional. 4
Table 3.8: Top Industries in the City
Sector

Percent

Accommodation and Food Services

11.4%

Admin, Support, Waste Management and Remediation

7.9%

Agriculture and Mining

0.2%

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation

1.8%

Construction

4.9%

Education

11.0%

Finance and Insurance

5.3%

Health Care and Social Assistance

11.7%

Information

3.8%

3

Skinner, Kara. Comprehensive Annual Financial Report. 2013. City of Colorado Springs. Report. December
9, 2014. <http://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/finance/Accounting/cafrs/final_2013_cafr.pdf>
4
U.S. Census Bureau. 2013. OnTheMap Application. Longitudinal-Employer Household Dynamics Program.
<http://onthemap.ces.census.gov/>
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Sector

Percent

Management of Companies

0.5%

Manufacturing

5.8%

Other Services

4.1%

Professional

9.2%

Public Administration

3.4%

Real Estate and Rentals

1.8%

Retail

11.8%

Transportation and Utilities

2.9%

Wholesale Trade

2.2%

Summary
While growth is projected to occur over the next 25 years, it generally is not geographically
concentrated. The continued expansion of population and employment growth will likely lead
specialized transportation users to travel longer distances and require specialized transportation
providers to serve a more geographically dispersed trips. The proportion of seniors will also grow
during this period, which will likely lead to greater demands for specialized transit service.
As discussed in the subsequent sections, it is unlikely that the funding-related issues will be
relieved in the future, particularly with the uncertainties of current federal and state funding
programs.
Given these conditions, the coordination of services from the various specialized transportation
service providers will be essential to provide cost-effective transit services that will be needed to
satisfy greater demand in 2040.

At the same time, many specialized transportation providers have indicated a
scarcity of funding to meet the travel needs of clients.
Travel Patterns
PPACG developed and maintains the transportation model for the Pikes Peak Region. This model is
used to understand travel patterns throughout the region and forms a basis for many transit,
roadway, and mobility projects. PPACG works with the municipalities and counties within the
Pikes Peak Region to reflect accurate land use assumptions for the current scenario and to project
growth and land use changes in the future (up to 2040). These assumptions are inputs to the
model to best predict current and future travel patterns.
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The project team examined the current and future starting points and end
points (origins and destinations) for those traveling within the region to
better understand areas where transit and specialized transportation
demand may be higher or lower (currently and in 2040).
Developing potential improvements to the mobility network requires an understanding of the
predicted travel patterns. Through the origin-destination modeling data obtained from PPACG, a
comparative assessment of the changes in travel patterns was completed for the 2010 and 2040
timeframes. The model is organized into 39 traffic analysis superzones to observe the overall
changes in travel patterns between now and 2040. Major arterials and natural features were also
major logical boundaries for aggregating the traffic zones. People either begin their trip or end
their trip in one or more of these zones. Examining the model outputs for the number of trips to
or from specific zones can provide important information on the major travel patterns throughout
the region. Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 highlight the ten traffic zones with highest number of daily
trip origins and destinations in 2010 and 2040.
Figure 3.9: Heavily Traveled Zones 2010 (All Modes)
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The zones were normalized by the area to observe the density of trips occurring to and from
specific zones. The downtown area, the areas around Citadel Mall, Chapel Hills Mall, Pikes Peak
Community College (PPCC), Platte Avenue, and Cascade/Nevada Avenue showed the highest
concentration of trips in both 2010 and 2040. The areas along Colorado Avenue and around the
Broadmoor Towne Center were included in the top ten origins and destinations in 2010, but the
growth in these areas is surpassed in later years by the areas south of the downtown and along
the southern sections of Academy Boulevard.
Figure 3.10: Heavily Traveled Zones 2040 (All Modes)

Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 illustrates the travel flows made by all modes between superzones
within the existing service area in 2010 and 2040. To improve the visibility of these maps, only
those travel flow pairs greater than 2,000 daily trips are shown. The thickness of the travel flow
lines represents the number of trips between superzone pairs. As shown in fig. 3.12, the general
scale of trips will certainly increase during by 2040.
Given that the geographic size of each superzone varies (and by extension, the number of people
and jobs), the degree of trips are higher to the larger superzones—thus, the map illustrates the
increased traffic volume with thicker lines to these superzones. While the map links converge to a
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specific point in each superzone (i.e. the superzone centroid), those travel flows are, in reality,
distributed to a larger area. Thus some caution is required when interpreting these map outputs.
Figure 3.11: Daily Travel Patterns 2010 (All Modes)
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Figure 3.12: Potential Daily Travel Patterns 2040 (All Modes)

Summary
Considering the factors discussed in this section – travel patterns, land use, population increase,
etc., the downtown area will continue to be an important hub and destination for the network.
Figure 3.11 shows historically that a high amount of trips either start or end in the downtown.
Both the 2010 and 2040 maps show a significant number of lines radiating from the concentrated
downtown superzone. The Citadel Mall area and the Platte Avenue corridor also show a notable
number of lines of convergence in both maps. The Nevada Avenue, which connects UCCS and
downtown, is an important corridor to serve in the network.

Mountain Metropolitan Transit System
Overview of Services
The content of this plan was created between April and December of 2014. Therefore, the
substantive background, facts, and statistics presented for MMT are representative of the readily
available information in 2014. MMT is continuously working to refine transit services in the region
to improve frequencies, connectivity, routes, and overall mobility options for residents. Ongoing
adjustments to the services and network routing are anticipated. Service changes, such as those
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that went into effect April 5, 2015, begin progress towards achieving many of the
recommendations presented in this plan.
MMT provides fixed-route (Mountain Metro) and ADA paratransit services (Metro Mobility) to
City of Colorado Springs with some service to other destinations slightly outside of the City of
Colorado Springs jurisdiction, including Manitou Springs and Security-Widefield. Major
destinations include: the Citadel Mall, the Colorado Springs Senior Center, El Paso County
Department of Human Services, UCCS, Colorado College, the Broadmoor Hotel, PPCC, Memorial
Hospital Main, and the Social Security Office.
ADA paratransit services are offered for people who are unable to use fixed-route transit services
due to their disability and who wish to make a trip within the ADA service area, a three-quarter
mile service corridor around MMT fixed-route services.
For weekday service, all fixed-route services operate between approximately 6 AM and 6 PM on
24 routes. On Saturdays, 16 routes run from approximately 6 AM to 7 PM and Sunday service runs
from approximately 7 AM to 6 PM on 10 routes. The ADA paratransit three-quarter mile service
corridor varies according to which fixed-routes are in operation during a given service period.
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Figure 3.13: 2014 MMT Service Map

As of 2014, MMT had a total of 48 light vehicles for Metro Mobility services, 30 of which were
purchased in 2010, with the remaining 18 vehicles purchased in 2012. Light duty transit vehicles,
like those operated by Metro Mobility generally have a useful life of 4 years or 100,000 miles—
whichever comes first. However, MMT is considering increasing the life span of vehicles based on
performance and the ability to maintain the vehicles in good working condition to 6 years;
replacement will need to be staggered to avoid significant replacement costs in a single year.
Fixed-route Transit Accessibility
Passengers are eligible to use Metro Mobility services if their disability restricts them from using
fixed-route transit services.

One important way to manage the demand for Metro Mobility services is to
improve the community conditions to provide easier access to fixed-route
services for passengers with disabilities.
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The limited network of pedestrian infrastructure and quantity of barriers restrict access to nearby
fixed-route services for many citizens, even those without a disability. Improving access to and
from transit stops, despite the higher capital costs, presents important opportunities to allow
segments of the Metro Mobility market (such as passengers using mobility aids) to use fixed-route
services and provide greater capacity to those populations with a greater need for ADA paratransit
services.

User Impressions of Mountain Metro Transit
The project team examined input and information from MMT fixed-route riders to summarize the
general impressions of the system from a user’s perspective. This included reviewing the results of
recent MMT surveys and the input received from the significant stakeholder outreach conducted
as part of this plan development. In general, users were appreciative of the service provided by
MMT.

In general, users found the existing system to be functioning as well as it can,
considering the financial constraints and cutbacks experienced by MMT in
recent years.
The services, however, do not currently appear to meet the needs of all riders and much of the
input received highlighted the need for improved frequencies on current routes, at a minimum.
Stakeholder Group
In general, users found the existing system to be functioning as well as it can, considering the
financial constraints and cutbacks experienced by MMT in recent years. Although users recognize
funding limitations, they highlighted the low frequency of existing bus services, many times 30 to
60 minutes between buses. Additionally, users commented on the long wait times typically
experienced between bus transfers. Users also noted the limited service span does not provide
enough coverage during weekday evenings and weekend days. In fact, many routes do not
provide any service on the weekend days.
Throughout the public engagement process of this plan, which included two public meetings and
corresponding online questionnaires, the Steering Committee identified a number of positive and
negative aspects about the current system through a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
challenges (SWOC) exercise.
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Table 3.9 lists a number of aspects the Steering Committee identified associated with the MMT
system. More information on the public engagement process can be found in the Chapter 4. More
details of the SWOC assessment specific to specialized transit are included in Chapter 5.
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Table 3.9: SWOC Exercise with Steering Committee
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Challenges

Maximization of limited
funds

Limited frequencies and
service hours

Expand service
hours/frequencies

Finding stable funding

Resilient, despite service
cuts

Lack of stable funding
source and political
prioritization

Coordinate specialized
services

Keeping up with demand
(aging population and
millennials)

Support of regional transit

Difficult transfers and
connectivity

Encourage land use density

Responding to the changing
political climate

Strong base for
coordination

Focus on military needs

Providing service with low
density and urban sprawl

Flexible and responsive
specialized services

Consider current routes

Passionate supporters

Integrate fixedroute/specialized

Coordination Management
Coordination activities in the region are currently managed by the Mobility Coordinating
Committee (MCC), which replaced the previous Coordination Committee on Specialized
Transportation (CCOST). This change was made to broaden the focus and mandate of the
Committee beyond issues specific to specialized transportation to include broader mobility for
specialized populations.
Until 2012, Accessible Coordinated Transportation (ACT) of the Pikes Peak Region spearheaded
efforts to develop a joint call center with joint scheduling and dispatch. ACT was a 501(c)(3)
organization representing the four largest nonprofit human service operators. In 2012, this group
disbanded and the MCC has assumed the principal coordination role, supported by the PPACG
Mobility Manager. The original four members of ACT continue to be active participants in
coordination initiatives.

Mobility Coordinating Committee
The PPACG Mobility Coordinating Committee (MCC) addresses current and emerging issues, goals,
and plans relative to the coordination of public, human service, and job access transportation
services in the Pikes Peak Region. MCC directly advises the PPACG Board of Directors on issues,
goals, and plans related to specialized transportation and mobility management. The Committee
also provides a forum for coordinating the services of its member agencies in order to deliver
specialized transportation more effectively and efficiently. Table 3.10: includes the current makeup of the MCC membership.
Table 3.10: Mobility Coordinating Committee Membership
Membership
Transportation Providers (Voting Members)
ComCor, Inc.

Metro Mobility

Community Intersections

Mountain Community Senior Services

Amblicab (Disability Services, Inc.)

Rocky Mountain Health Care Services/Health Ride
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Membership
Falcon Senior Services

Silver Key Senior Services

El Paso County Fountain Valley Senior Citizens Program

Teller Senior Coalition

Goodwill Industries, Inc.

Yellow Cab

Member Entities (Voting Members)
City of Colorado Springs

Alma*

El Paso County

Calhan*

Teller County

Fairplay*

Fountain

Green Mountain Falls*

Cripple Creek*

Monument*

Victor*

Palmer Lake*

Park County*

Ramah*

Manitou Springs*

(Note: communities with * are currently inactive
members)

At-Large (Voting Members)
Citizen-at-Large (2)

Pikes Peak United Way

Colorado Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

Southern Teller County Transportation Committee

The Independence Center

Drive Smart Colorado Older Driver Coalition

The Myron Stratton Home
Transportation Planning/Funding Agencies (Non-Voting)
City of Colorado Springs Transit Services Division

PPACG Transportation Department

Colorado Department of Transportation

PPRTA

PPACG Area Agency on Aging

Policy and Plan Review
The development of the Specialized Plan was informed by past planning. It is critical to review and
incorporate relevant elements of past transportation and land use planning efforts to ensure the
direction set by stakeholders and decision makers is followed.

To understand past planning directions, the project team reviewed current
policies and plans in place related to fixed-route and specialized transit.
Various plans were reviewed and the key themes or findings were summarized for each. Table
3.11 presents the policies and plans reviewed, as well as the key themes or findings relevant to
the current transit planning effort. Overall, the Pikes Peak Region acknowledges the
transportation environment and the need for viable options besides driving individual
automobiles.
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Table 3.11: Plan and Policy Review
Plan
PPACG: 2035 Moving Forward Update – 2012
Basis for the current planning process. This
plan examines all aspects for transit and
transportation for the region through 2035.

PPACG: 2035 Moving Forward Update – 2012
Appendix C: Human Services
Transportation Coordination
Plan Update
CCS: Transit Solutions Team Report: Colorado
Springs Interim Specialized Transportation
Analysis
One of a series of reports commissioned by the
CCS Mayor’s office examining methods to
improve transit efficiencies and reduce costs.
PPACG: Status of Older Adults in Pikes Peak
Region – 2004
Plan examines the importance of alternative
mobility options for seniors.

Key Theme/Findings
 Sets the transportation goal and priorities for the Pikes
Peak Region through 2035;
 Develops policies that support transit;
 Encourages sustainable transit services development;
 Supports connections between land use, development,
and mobility.
 Coordination plan forming the foundation of the 2040
Specialized Transportation Plan.
 Examines range of coordination options across the
region; and
 Recommends improved coordination and collaboration
culminating in hybrid brokerage model for agency
coordination.
 Documents limited transportation access for seniors in
the region; and
 Supports improved mobility and enhanced transit
options.

CCS: Transit Solutions Team Reports
Commissioned by the mayor, this plan included
a series of team reviews, examining methods
to improve transit efficiencies and reduce
costs.

 Promotes competition and coordination among
specialized transportation providers;
 Promotes increased frequencies and service hours; and
 Promotes improved connectivity.

CDOT: Statewide Transit Survey of Older Adults
and Adults with Disabilities – 2014
This survey examined seniors’ and persons with
disabilities’ thoughts on transit dependency,
barriers to transit, cost, and access.

 Supports improvements to transportation
information/referral services;
 Promotes lower fares; and
 Promotes improving accessibility to transit.

CCS: The Future of Regional Transit (FoRT) Study –
2011
The FoRT Study provided a regional vision for
transit. The plan recommended a governance
structure to administer transit and methods to
provide a sustainable funding plan.

 Promotes new governance model for transit;
 Supports new and enhanced services (build on service
after meeting 2008 levels);
 Promotes regional cooperation.

PPACG: Regional Sustainability Plan – 2012

 Encourages a built environment with an integrated
transportation system;
 Supports a multi-modal transportation system; and
 Supports higher neighborhood densities.

Plan examined long-term sustainability
measures for transportation and development
within the region.
PPACG: Pikes Peak Rural Transportation Authority
– 2004 to present
Sets out the policies and procedures for
implementing the PPRTA sales tax measure
approved in 2004.

 Provides key funding for core transit and mobility
services within the region; and
 Is critical to the ongoing provision and expansion of
transit.
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Plan

Key Theme/Findings

PPACG: Fort Carson Regional Growth Plan – 2013
Sets a structure for future growth and changing
conditions for Fort Carson based on its core
mission.

 Supports congestion relief through alternative
transportation modes;
 Supports improved mobility on post; and
 Supports improved connectivity between the post and
various points around the region.

PPACG: Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP) – 2013 thru 2018
Sets the financial plan for regional
transportation improvements.

 Support improved transit infrastructure and operations;
and
 Details funding mechanisms for priority transit and
mobility projects throughout the region.

Coordination Best Practices
The best practice review was designed to draw on the experience of other communities to inform
the planning and development of coordination initiatives under review and recommended in
recent planning studies. Programs in a number of communities were reviewed based on their
similarity to programs considered for the Pikes Peak Region.
In 2012, a ‘Transit Solutions’ team was convened to examine potential options for improving
specialized transportation services in the Pikes Peak Region. The team’s report was examined and
concepts incorporated as part of this planning process (where appropriate). The team’s report
examines communities that have specifically explored brokerage models, taxi voucher programs,
and electronic funds technology (EFT), as indicated in Table 3.125. Models in these communities
generally support the implementation of the three specific programs.
Table 3.12: Comparison of Systems with Coordination Initiatives

System

Taxi
Voucher
Program

EFT

Brokerage

Population

Service
Area

Density

Ridership

(sq. mi.)

Nonprofit, Open-Door
Providers
El Paso County, CO

622,300

2,127

293

95,700**

Metro Mobility
Colorado Springs, CO

416,400

195

2,141

140,000**

48,200

34

1,427

2,000

√

543,500

764

700

153,700

√

2,619,000

2,326

1,126

1,223,800

118,700

47

2,524

40,400

Town of Castle Rock
Castle Rock, CO
Seniors’ Resource Center
Jefferson County, CO
Regional Transit District
(RTD)

√
Discontinued

√

√

Denver, CO
TransFort
Fort Collins, CO

√

5

Transit Plus Inc., Colorado Springs Interim Specialized Transit Analysis, Final Report, City of Colorado
Springs, 2013, p10.
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System

Taxi
Voucher
Program

SunLine
Coachella Valley, CA

√

Lane Transit District
Eugene, OR

√

Sun Van

Brokerage

√

Population

Service
Area

Density

Ridership

(sq. mi.)

√

√

300,000

303

990

97,400

√

291,600

291

1,002

162,800

980,300*

227**

2,294***

520,100*

9,187**

107***

500,000
est.

835,200

49

17,046

1,100,000

√

Tucson, AZ
SF Municipal Transit
Authority

EFT

√

√

San Francisco, CA
* The types of trips (public transit, taxi, human services, non-profits) vary depending on the provider and what was reported. These
provide an understanding of the size of the program but may not be directly comparable.
** Metro Mobility carries 140,000 riders annually while the four non-profit providers (Community Intersections, Amblicab, El Paso
County Fountain Valley Senior Citizens Program, and Silver Key Senior Services) carry an additional 95,700.
*** The population and density information for the Tucson system is listed first for City of Tucson and then for Pima County. Actual
service area of Sun Van includes the metropolitan area, which is larger than the City but smaller than the County.
Sources include 2010 US Census Quick Facts, National Transit Database, Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments Coordinated Public
Transit-Human Services Transportation Report, and information from providers in the table.

Peer Communities
Multiple peer communities were examined for their experience delivering specific types of
specialized transportation services. A brief summary of each peer communities and relevant
services:




Sacramento, California;
York Region, Ontario, Canada; and
Knoxville, Tennessee.

Joint Services (Fleet, Maintenance, Training)
Paratransit Inc., Sacramento, California6
This model allows specialized transit providers and agencies focus on client service and
transportation operation by providing a facility for shared-cost contracting. In Sacramento,
Paratransit, Inc. provides a range of services and resources to meet the needs of area agencies,
including maintenance, insurance, vehicles, and training and technical assistance. The agency
receives Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) and New Freedom funds directly to reduce the
direct costs to area agencies. Other examples of similarly successful models include:


Community Access Transportation (CAT), King County Metro – Seattle, Washington.

6

KFH Group, Regional Coordination Of Specialized Transportation Study, Final Report,
Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments, Washington DC, June 2013, pg. 2-13
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Service Coordination
York Region Transit (YRT), Greater Toronto Area
YRT MobilityPlus provides a variety of integrated services including fixed-route feeder services and
cross-boundary transfer services into adjacent operating regions, including those of Toronto, Peel,
and Durham regions.
The fixed-route feeder services coordinate trips with accessible destinations served by the
Regional bus rapid transit (BRT) service – Viva. When a passenger’s destination is at an accessible
location served by any of the BRT routes, reservationists can plan the trip for pick-up at the door
and connection to the BRT service at a nearby appropriate location. Viva operates at maximum
15-minute intervals with peak service every 7-8 minutes. Passengers’ functional abilities are
considered when booking these trips. The operation reduces specialized transit vehicle trip
distance and often reduces passengers overall trip time.

Specialized-transit coordinated transfers are used for cross-boundary trips to
avoid long vehicle trips that can have a dramatic effect on overall capacity.
For cross-boundary services into Toronto, YRT identifies major destinations within a few miles of
the boundary, including but not limited to, subway stations, hospitals, major shopping
destinations, etc. Passengers can book trips directly to these destinations. The list of about 30
available destinations is reviewed and adjusted annually to reflect changes in travel patterns. For
trips to destinations not on the approved list, YRT has partnered with its neighboring systems to
establish transfer points in close proximity to the boundary at facilities to accommodate easy
transfers between services. Facilities provide shelters, information, a staff presence, and other
amenities. Other examples include:




UTA – Salt Lake City, Utah;
RTD – Denver, Colorado; and
Pierce Transit – Lakewood, Washington.

Volunteer Transportation Program
Knoxville, Tennessee
The Knoxville-Knox County Community Action Committee (CAC) provides programs for a range of
individuals with special service needs including seniors, low-income families, and people with
disabilities. The service area includes the City of Knoxville (population 183,000) and surrounding
suburban and rural areas (total population 1.1 million).
The program uses agency-owned vehicles with volunteer drivers for a variety of trips. The use of
agency vehicles limits liability. The CAC manages recruitment, screening and training, for both
drivers and volunteer attendants. The program comprises about 35 volunteers. Other examples
include:



E-Z Ride Community Cars Program – Baltimore, Maryland; and
Elder Circle: Seniors Wheels Program – Itasca County, Minnesota.
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Coordination Effectiveness
The project team experience and literature reviews generally show that agencies working together
to pool resources and services can be effective and reduce overall costs for all involved. Providing
programs to encourage and train specialized users to utilize fixed-route transit services (where
possible) can lead to greater savings and efficiencies. A review of agencies that work to coordinate
the resources of specialized transit services and coordinate with fixed-route providers indicates7
lower per-trip costs, higher productivity rates, and higher trip per-capita rates.

7

Burkhardt, Jon E. et al., Economic Benefits of Coordination Human Service Transportation and Transit
services, TCRP Report 91, TRB; Washington DC, 2003
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4

Stakeholder Involvement
Purpose
A thoughtful stakeholder outreach and involvement approach served as an important component
of this planning process. Input from community members, especially those who utilize the
specialized transportation and the fixed-route transit system (or would like to), was critical to
identify mobility needs and develop refined recommendations to address those needs.

The overall aim of the outreach process was to build broad public support for
the plans to help ensure they are politically feasible.
The following sections provide an overview of the stakeholder involvement process, including
details on the key themes collected that helped to guide the development of the Specialized Plan.

Stakeholder Involvement Strategy
Early in the project, the team developed a stakeholder involvement strategy, which established a
series of activities to ensure input was received and incorporated into the development of the
potential specialized transportation improvements. The development of the stakeholder
involvement strategy incorporated broader goals and objectives for public participation:







Share information on the:
 Overall planning process and opportunities for participation;
 Current state of specialized transportation and transit in the Pikes Peak Region; and
 The possibilities for the future, both what are realistic given current funding and ridership
levels and what a larger vision could include.
Provide multiple ways for participating in the planning process to ensure accessibility for the
full range of stakeholders;
Obtain input to fully understand the current system, including successes, areas for
improvement, and external challenges and opportunities that need to be considered;
Obtain continual input on whether the proposed direction for the Specialized Plan is
appropriate; and
Obtain input to help refine recommendations.
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Stakeholder Involvement Activities
To fully realize the goals and objectives for stakeholder participation, multiple involvement
activities were planned to occur at key milestones in the project decision making.

These activities worked to promote ongoing, two-way communication
between stakeholders, decision makers, and the transit planners.
Steering Committee
A diverse group of organizations were convened to provide refined input throughout the planning
process, over the course of four meetings. Table 4.1 details the organizations represented on the
Steering Committee. The overall purpose of the Steering Committee was to create a
representative group of transit and specialized transportation stakeholders to discuss, debate, and
help refine potential plan recommendations.
Table 4.1: Steering Committee
Steering Committee Members
Amblicab

Mobility Coordinating Committee (MCC)

Colorado Springs Citizens Transportation Advisory Board
(CTAB)

Mountain Metropolitan Transit (MMT)

City of Fountain

Peterson Air Force Base (AFB)

Colorado Springs City Council

Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments (PPACG)

Colorado Springs Cycling Club

Pikes Peak United Way

Colorado Springs Housing Authority

PPACG Community Advisory Committee

Community Transit Coalition

Regional Business Alliance

El Paso County Commission

School District 11

El Paso County Dept. of Human Services

Silver Key Senior Services

El Paso County Public Health

Springs Rescue Mission

El Pomar Foundation

The Independence Center

Fort Carson

Transit Passenger Advisory Committee

Fort Carson Retiree Activities Council

UCCS

LiveWell

Steering Committee members were identified based on expertise in transit and specialized
transportation related issues and representation of a broader demographic groups. The Steering
Committee met four times and focused on the following issues:


Steering Committee meeting #1 – This meeting provided and introduction for members. The
group reviewed and refined the expectations of Steering Committee. Additionally, the
Committee reviewed and concurred with the project process and schedule. The final meeting
activity included the Committee members identifying the key strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and challenges (SWOC) of the existing specialized transportation and transit
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systems. This information provided a strong base of understanding to begin the planning
process and engagement with public stakeholders.
Steering Committee meeting #2 – The Committee reviewed and refined the guiding themes
and the evaluation process. The guiding themes provided a framework for the development
of potential specialized transportation and transit improvements for consideration by the
broader public stakeholders.
Steering Committee meeting #3 – The Committee reviewed and refined the specialized
transportation and transit recommendations prior to the presentation at a community
meeting.
Steering Committee meeting #4 – The Committee provided final feedback on the
prioritization of recommendations (i.e., near-term, mid-term and long-term) and high-level
cost estimates. The Committee also discussed next steps including what members can do to
ensure the plan is implementable.

Community Mobility Review
Input was collected at the beginning of the process to develop a refined understanding of the
specialized transportation and transit systems – their strengths, weaknesses, and external
opportunities and challenges that required consideration. The documentation of this input and
data collection was included in the mobility audit, in Chapter 3, to fully understand the potential
opportunities and challenges.

To kick off the community mobility review, the team conducted one-on-one
discussions with fifteen representatives for the Steering Committee
organizations in Table 4.1.
The goal of these discussions was to gain individual perspectives on the current provision of
specialized transportation and transit in the region. In addition, three focus groups were held on
June 20, 2014 with system users and others affected by the availability of specialized
transportation and transit. The participants invited to the focus group meeting included:








Seniors;
Young professionals;
Representatives of organizations serving low income and minority groups;
Members of the business and development community;
Representatives of large employers and other activity centers (shopping, etc.);
Representatives from local schools and universities; and
Specialized transportation service providers.

Themes from all of the conversations were documented and incorporated into the project
mobility audit, existing conditions analysis (Ch. 3). The resulting input was also shared via the
project website.
Project Website
A unique project website was developed to educate stakeholders and provide opportunities for
online input.
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http://www.movingforwardplan.org/transit-and-specialized-transportation-plans/
The website provided an overview of the purpose of the Specialized Plan and the multiple
approaches to actively participate in the plan development. The website was linked through the
2040 Regional Transportation Plan (Moving Forward Plan) to demonstrate the specialized and
transit plan connection to the regional transportation planning process.

The website was continually updated with new information and documents
(such as presentations and summaries from Steering Committee and
community meetings).
The website included online versions of the two project questionnaires to allow simple submittal
of stakeholder comments. Finally, a direct project contact including an e-mail address and phone
number was provided for ongoing comments and questions.
Community Meetings and Questionnaires
Community meetings were one approach used to engage with the public stakeholders. The
meetings provide a good forum for stakeholders to obtain information, voice their opinions, and
help guide the public process. Questionnaires were another approach used to gather input from
stakeholders, who were unable to attend public meetings.
Two community meetings were held on August 28th and November 19th of 2014. Approximately 37
community members attended the August meeting and more than 20 attended the second. Both
meetings involved a presentation and a full group question-and-answer period. Open house
sessions were held both before and after the main presentation to allow stakeholders to engage
directly with the project team and provide feedback. There were multiple opportunities to provide
input including:




Responding to key questions by writing on flip charts or adding personal notes/comments;
Completing a project questionnaire; and
Sharing input directly with project representatives.

Community members who were unable to attend were encouraged to submit questions via
Twitter. A sign language interpreter was provided at each of the community meetings.
Additionally, the presentations and questions were filmed and added to the project website for
broader review by public stakeholders.
The purpose of the first meeting was to inform the community about the purpose and goals of the
plans and guiding themes to inform future recommendations, which were based on input from
the Community Mobility Review and Steering Committee meetings. Participants were asked to
provide input on whether the guiding themes were appropriate, including any positive or negative
impacts that need to be considered. The purpose of the second meeting was to share draft
recommendations and obtain input to ensure they were appropriate, to refine them and to share
implementation ideas.
Online questionnaires were used in conjunction with the community meetings, including the same
questions asked at the in-person meetings. Questionnaires were completed by 45 people for the
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first meeting and 24 for the second meeting. Detailed summaries of input from the both rounds of
meetings and questionnaires were developed and shared via the project website. The project
team used the information from the first meeting to develop specific recommendations and the
input from the second meeting to refine them.
Publicity
Each of the community events was widely publicized to encourage the broadest participation
possible. The project team conducted the following activities to promote stakeholder attendance
at the events:






Provided media advisories to local radio and newspapers;
Posted project flyers on Amblicab vans, buses, and at community locations such as the YMCA
and community kiosks;
Distributed e-mail blasts to groups such as:
 Attendees from previous transit meetings;
 Stakeholders that completed online questionnaires;
 Amblicab and Silver Key users;
 The Transit Passenger Advisory Committee;
 Community Transit Coalition;
 Mobility Coordinating Committee;
 Older Driver Coalition;
 Harrison School District Wellness Committee;
 Steering Committee members’ networks;
 Government advisory groups:
- PPACG Transportation and Community Advisory Committees;
- PPACG Board of Directors;
- Non-motorized Plan Stakeholder Task Forces;
- City of Colorado Springs Citizens Transportation Advisory Board;
- PPRTA Citizen Advisory Committee; and
Provided updates to various organizations websites, Facebook and Twitter pages.

Results & Key Involvement Themes
Significant input was received from stakeholders at the community meetings, focus groups,
interviews, online questionnaires, etc.

The team worked diligently to document the input to ensure it helped guide
the development of the ultimate recommendations.
Several key themes surfaced from the outreach activities specifically focused on the specialized
services. Examples of these themes are included in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Key Stakeholder Input Themes
Theme

Details

Positive
Sentiments for
Current Services

Specialized providers such as Amblicab, Silver Key Senior Services, and El Paso Fountain Valley
Senior Citizens Program are considered flexible and responsive, and generally the cost to riders is
not an issue, especially since some operate with suggested donations.

Need For Density
to Support
Efficient Urban
Services

The Pikes Peak Region has low population density across a large geographic area, and new
development continues to expand away from downtown. Many people highlighted the need to
incorporate transit as part of a broader economic-development and land-use planning strategies.
Some examples include: tying economic-development zones to transit, providing incentives for
infill development, building upon the City of Champions to ensure transportation options are
available for visitors, and encouraging assisted care facilities to develop close to amenities. This
includes senior facilities and human services that are not locating near fixed-route services, thereby
increasing the demand for specialized services. There is a concern that providers are not serving
outlying areas outside of the City well enough. An idea is to have transfers between service
providers, though this is difficult for riders with disabilities. The City of Fountain and surrounding
unincorporated areas require improved connections. This is challenging because Fountain is not
part of the PPRTA, which is the primary funding source.

Collaboration

There is a strong interest to expand collaboration among specialized providers. Initial coordination
efforts related to implementing RouteMatch transportation management system are going well.
Additional ideas identified early in the process were to develop a joint dispatch and call center,
share vehicles and maintenance, and identify transfer stations between services to more efficiently
serve the large geographic area. The goal is to make coordination among providers invisible to the
customer. There does not seem to be interest in full collaboration through consolidation as a single
agency. In the future, there could be opportunities to connect with partners such as the Town of
Monument, eastern El Paso County, Teller Senior Coalition, and military facilities.

Competing
Requirements

There are funding challenges associated with coordinating services, as requirements vary by
funding source. For example, funding agencies have different parameters for charging fees, with
some requiring payment and some requiring free service. It was noted that the new City of
Colorado Springs RFP process for allocating funding resources to service providers could have
unintended consequences of encouraging competition among providers (as opposed to
collaboration) and eliminating specialized services that do not easily fit into the criteria.

Funding
Constraints

Constrained financial resources continue to be a problem. This is partially due to the unpredictable
political environment in the region, in which priorities continue to shift. There are also broader
issues such as Medicaid/Medicare encouraging people to age in place, and not providing as much
financial support for transportation services. Many people recommended considering different
operational structures to help overcome financial constraints. One example is development of a
regional transit district or other separate funding source, as recommended in the FoRT study. Other
ideas include restructuring the way PPRTA dollars are allocated, identifying new funding sources,
and developing public-private partnerships to fund services outside of the core area (e.g.,
retirement communities could contract for services).

Public Education

A strong public relations and education campaign is needed to demonstrate the value of transit to
the community and encourage riders with other transportation choices to use services.

Mobility for
Military
Installations

Services are needed at military installations, which will require overcoming challenges related to
security issues. The military facilities are very large and Metro Mobility’s services do not go far
enough onto the facilities, thereby impacting the demand for other service providers. Veterans
comprise a large part of the regional population.

The Steering Committee and community members supported the two specialized guiding themes
shared at the August 28, 2014 community meeting, which included:



Increase fixed-route use by specialized transportation users that can use fixed-route; and
Improve cost and resource sharing among specialized service providers.
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Participants shared key barriers for the first theme, including:



Significant distances between destinations/bus stops; and
Gaps in sidewalks and other first mile/last mile infrastructure.

There is a need for improved transit infrastructure at bus stops to ensure they are comfortable,
safe, and provide weather protection (specifically given the long wait times for conventional MMT
buses).
Stakeholders indicated general support for service provider coordination, especially for a single
call-in number. However, they also supported developing a process to track preferences for those
not comfortable with changing providers.
Community members also supported the draft recommendations shared at the November 19,
2014 community meeting, which built upon the previous guiding themes.
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5

Themes, Initial Options, &
Recommendations
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to document the development of potential specialized
transportation improvements and policies for the Specialized Plan. This chapter follows the
process of:





Early scoping of specialized transportation strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
challenges;
Development of theme categories;
Formulation of initial coordination and service initiatives; and
Refinement of final recommendations.

The development and consideration of specialized transportation options for
inclusion in the Specialized Plan was an organic process, primarily arising
from stakeholder input.
The project team helped to shape the ideas for potential coordination initiatives and service plans
and policies to ultimately formulate specific recommendations in the near-, mid-, and long-term.
The development and consideration of themes and recommendations was a multiple-stepped
process, completed in parallel with the development of fixed-route transit themes. Figure 5.1
provides a graphic representation of the overall process from identification of challenges and
opportunities, to the formulation of themes, and ultimately recommendations for the
Coordination Plan.
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Figure 5.1: Themes and Recommendations - Process

Brainstorming of
needs and
opportunities

Organization of needs
and opportunites into
themes

Development and
evaluation of possible
options for each
theme

Identification of
recommendations

Early in the project inception, the project team engaged with key stakeholders to understand the
current strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and challenges associated with specialized services
within the study area. These brainstorming sessions became the basis for scoping of the range of
potential specialized transportation needs (potential physical improvements and policies).

The scoping of ideas was documented through the initial meeting of the
project Steering Committee and the first public open house.
Examples of the specialized transportation and mobility strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
challenges identified by stakeholders are included in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Example Stakeholder Brainstorming Results
Example Brainstorming Results
Strengths – Current positive points of the existing services:


Various providers serve the population well;



Effective collaboration and cooperation;



Fountain Valley provides good, useful service;



Private providers providing excellent service and efficient operation; and



Flexibility of providers outside of Mountain Metro area.

Weaknesses – Current negative points of the existing services:


Suboptimal use of resources due to lack of coordination;



Poorer levels of service outside of urban area;



Not positioned to respond to growth challenges;



Duplication of efforts; and



Insufficient capacity/resources/funding.
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Example Brainstorming Results
Opportunities – Potential ideas, project, or policies to improve the overall services now and in the longer-term:


Expedite joint scheduling/dispatch/call center;



Integrate with Teller County services;



Joint procurement opportunities – fuel, vehicles, maintenance, etc.;



Share training resources;



Tap into other collaborative efforts in related industries;



Work with human service agencies and facilities to contract support services;



Use available vehicles from other services (i.e. school buses);



Maximize use of volunteers; and



Improve communications and awareness.

Challenges – Potential barriers to improvement of services now and in the future:


Aging population growth, including veterans;



Instability and silos in funding;



Technology interoperability;



Lack of community commitment; and



Political environment.

This scoping of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges was ultimately organized
into multiple themes of potential projects or policy improvements for both specialized and fixedroute transit. These themes were used throughout the planning process to categorize the ideas,
policies, and potential projects considered for inclusion in both the Specialized and Transit plans.
The overall improvement of the MMT Mountain Metro Transit system has the ability to further
support mobility for specialized users throughout the region, including for areas not currently
served. Therefore, the themes associated with the Transit Plan are presented below as a point of
reference.
Transit Plan Themes
The themes formulated by the stakeholders for fixed-route transit included:
Theme: Focus on the Existing Service Area
This theme involves focusing resources on providing improved services within the current service
area. The service area is large, extending to all the major urbanized portions of the region. The
theme encourages considering improvements to the existing service area before extending new
services outside the boundaries.
Theme: Improve Service Hours and Frequencies
This theme generally attempts to address one of the key concerns expressed by stakeholders. The
focus of this theme is to provide longer service hours and higher frequencies to better serve
overall mobility for existing and future riders.
Theme: Improve Connectivity, Transfers, and Hubs
This theme attempts to improve timed transfers and utilization of existing and future transit
interchange points. The goal with this theme is to create a more seamless journey for riders and
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limiting the number of transfers or out-of-direction journey time needed to reach key
destinations.
Theme: New Service and New Service Models
This theme examines the need for providers to select new destinations and to consider new
structures for providing existing and future services (on appropriate routes). While the first theme
works to focus on the existing service area, new services beyond current levels may be
appropriate. These new services would require consistent deliberation and should meet specific
criteria to ensure they ultimately benefit the overall system of mobility. New service models
should also be considered (such as deviated services) to provide more efficient and cost-effective
mobility options.
Specialized Transportation Themes
Those themes developed for specialized transportation were ultimately refined to form the
recommendations included in this plan. The specialized transportation themes included:
Theme: Coordination, cost and resource sharing among specialized transit operators
This theme involves building on existing coordination efforts and expanding coordination
activities. It includes a step-wise approach from low-level coordination and information sharing to
high-level coordination and integration over broad range of activities.
Theme: Promote use of fixed-route network for select specialized transit trips
This theme involves promoting the use of the fixed-route system to expand spontaneity of travel
and reduce costs or increase capacity, including capacity to provide limited specialized services in
remote areas not currently served. This includes coordinating fixed-route services for specialized
transit connections, both internally (as part of regular journey), and externally (to expand
connections to external areas). This theme also works in conjunction with the fixed-route transit
theme of offering expanded alternative service delivery options.

Themes and Initial Options
The subsequent sections provide additional background on each of the key themes generated
through engagement with stakeholders. Additionally, each theme formed the basis for
development of the options and recommendations.
Theme: Coordination
Existing efforts, best practices and input from the stakeholders led to the development of a range
of areas where coordination could be implemented, continued, or improved. The 2035 Human
Services Coordination Plan outlined the possibilities for a number of these, including a detailed
plan for the implementation of a joint scheduling and dispatch system. Figure 5.2 and Table 5.2
present the general approach to coordination through this theme. The following sections describe
each coordination point.
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Figure 5.2: Coordination Flow

Policy
Recommendations

Initial Stage

Developmental
Stage

Mature Stage

Table 5.2: Coordination Areas and Options
Policy Recommendations

Initial Stage

Developmental Stage

Mature Stage

Information Sharing
Single Entry - Linked
Information Sharing

Clearinghouse
Shared Facilities/Tech
Single Curriculum

Common/Shared
Single Function
One Agency Delivery

Operator Training
Volunteer Coordination

Information Sharing
Information Sharing

Shared Curriculum
Resource Sharing

Single Curriculum
Pooled Volunteers

Scheduling And Dispatch
Service Delivery

Shared Technology

Shared Dispatch
Resource Sharing

Single Dispatch
Hybrid Brokerage

Combining Orders
Information Sharing

Joint Procurement
Joint Contract

Customer Service
Information
Call Center
Travel Training
Operations

Fleet
Procurement
Maintenance

Single Maintenance
Contract

Customer Service
Coordination in customer service is designed to enhance the rider experience – to make it easier
for customers across the region to access information, understand the system and to get a ride to
where they want to go.
Information resources – Various agencies maintain a variety of information resources, including
agency information, description of services and service areas, eligibility, registration procedures,
etc. With the overlap in service areas and mandates among some agencies, as well as the need to
travel throughout the region, customers often need to access information from more than one
agency. An information sharing system can make it easier for customers to access the information
they need (and be sure they are aware of all of their options), and for agencies to also understand
what each other agency does and what changes are being made. Information sharing systems are
not expected to result in significant cost savings, and may even have small cost implications, but
with the benefit of greatly improved customer service and access to information.
Call center – The MCC is continuing an initiative started by the ACT members, to implement a joint
call center for information and trip booking. Similar to the information sharing concept, the joint
call center is one step in the direction of providing a single access number for the booking of trips
as well as access to other information. Initially, this center can serve as a single point of entry,
coordinating access to the various agencies; ultimately it can serve as a single function center for
all participating agencies.
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Travel Training – Most mobility agencies provide some sort of travel training for their customers,
typically in two areas – orientation and training, which are an effort to divert some trips to the
fixed-route transit system. To the extent that the agencies offer similar services, curriculum for a
Travel Training programs can be shared. The training curriculum may include elements such as
understanding the basics of the travel experience, planning a trip, or using the vehicle (lifts and
tie-downs for example). In a region like the Pikes Peak area, where one fixed-route transit system
dominates the transit environment, it can makes sense to develop one shared curriculum for all
agencies to use to help their customers understand the fixed-route transit system and how they as
individuals might be able to take advantage of it. Ultimately, this could be offered as a single point
service through the public transit operator or the Mobility Management Office.
Operations
Transit operations is one area where both increase effectiveness and efficiency increase by
reduced per-trip costs, resulting in overall cost savings or increased capacity at a similar cost.
Operator Training – Operator training for specialized transit has many similarities from system to
system, and these similarities can be the basis for shared curriculum and even training together. A
shared curriculum has the advantage of promoting consistency in training across the specialized
transportation system, and could be a precursor to combining services more broadly or facilitating
the formation of a brokerage.
Volunteer Coordination – Where multiple agencies use volunteer drivers as part of their service
delivery, it may be possible to improve the efficiency of the system by sharing information about
the drivers and allowing them to access more than one agency. Drivers could even be pooled
allowing agencies to access larger pool of volunteers. This approach does have some limitations,
for example, volunteers often want to drive only for one specific agency or client group. Concerns
over driver training can be addressed through a shared or common training program.
Scheduling and Dispatch – Joint scheduling and dispatch services can be an effective means to
streamline operations and maximize system efficiency by optimizing the use of vehicle resources,
as well as to improve the overall quality of service. This initiative is often pursued in conjunction
with a joint scheduling center and may initially involve sharing resources without combining them,
but ultimately operating a single integrated scheduling and dispatch systems for all agencies and
vehicles. This initiative represents one of the major efforts of participating members to date.
Service Delivery
Taxi vouchers – A taxi voucher program allows passengers to take advantage of reduced fares for
taxi services. These trips are typically in time periods or geographic areas of low demand, to make
connections that are not served by the agencies, or to help meet overall travel demand. Also
known as taxi scrip, these programs are limited and controlled by the budget available, and
typically some sort of rationing system is in place to ensure that the available budget is used
throughout the year.
Transportation service – Delivering the transportation service can include a range of coordination
options, typically in conjunction with shared scheduling and dispatch, though not necessarily at
the same level as coordination. This includes a range of initiatives including sharing vehicles and
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drivers, coordinating trips across agency boundaries, and culminating in a true brokerage or even
a single-agency delivery model.
Volunteer Drivers – The use of volunteer drivers can be an effective means for smaller agencies to
reduce costs and expand transportation options. Though, typically not available to agencies
operating in a municipal or union environment, many human service agencies can take advantage
of volunteer drivers (and vehicles) for their transportation service. This includes volunteers driving
passengers to medical appointments, shopping, etc., using either agency vehicles, or more
commonly, using their own vehicles for ambulatory passengers.
Fleet Resources
Sharing fleet resources and services is another way to either save money or increase capacity.
These measures are designed to reduce the cost of owning and maintain a fleet of vehicles.
Joint Maintenance – Coordinating maintenance services can range from information sharing
(where is the best deal on body work, etc.) to joint contracts to a single source service. The
expectation in combining maintenance services is that the economies of scale lead to lower unit
costs on maintenance, and the savings can be translated to increased capacity or reduced costs.
Joint Insurance – Combining all vehicles of various agencies under a common insurance coverage
can increase economies of scale and lead to overall per-vehicle savings. The services of a fee-forservice broker should be retained to explore insurance options and identify the best products and
value for the group.
Joint Procurement – Similarly, joint procurement of vehicles is generally expected to reduce the
unit cost by increasing the size of vehicle orders. This type of initiative can range from combining
orders with a larger agency (such as one of the smaller agencies adding one or two vehicles to an
order from MMT), to a single agency coordinating the procurement for all vehicles in the area.
Beyond joint procurement, development of a common specification is a crucial element to
maximizing savings across the network.
Existing Coordination Efforts
In the last 14 years, there have been several efforts to better coordinate specialized
transportation services, to include a considerable change in organizational structure and oversight
responsibilities. Coordination committees and groups have been re-organized with broader
mandates (MCC, etc.), while other efforts at specific coordination structures, such as ACT have
been short-lived. Regardless of the structures though, progress has been made in a number of
areas:




In 2008, the region established its first mobility management position. This role has since
been clarified and expanded along with the formation of the MCC. In 2011, ACT received
funding to establish a join dispatch and call center. While the organizational changes have
slowed progress of the efforts, four participating agencies have acquired the software and are
in the implementation phase, deploying and testing the new applications.
A detailed implementation plan was developed for the 2012 update of the 2035 Human
Services Coordination Plan, which remains valid as a blueprint for progress in this area.
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Theme: Promote the Use of Fixed-route Transit
This theme involves promoting the use of the fixed-route system to expand mobility options for
those specialized users that are capable to taking advantage of fixed-route transit. This theme
includes two principal elements:




Facilitating the use of the fixed-route accessible transit system by eligible ADA and non-ADA
riders to improve spontaneity of travel compared to demand-response service, and reduce
per-trip costs.
Extend the reach of geographically-constrained transportation providers by coordinating
connections between accessible mobility systems. This can include connections that allow
transfers between systems at service area boundaries (for example from rural areas to the
Metro Mobility service) as well as to provide an option for improved operational efficiency
(and as a result, increased capacity) by reducing long vehicle trips in favor of a two vehicle
transfer trip in appropriate situations.

Integration with Fixed-Route Transit
Integration with fixed-route is the use of the fixed-route transit (MMT) route system to provide
part of a trip when the passengers are capable of using accessible fixed-route system. Fixed-route
services often serve areas that are highly accessible and present few barriers. In these cases, and
for those who are able, fixed-route services can be promoted as an accessible option, with the
possibility of a mobility service trip for the “first mile” or “last mile” portion of the journey. “First
mile” and “last mile” are frequently used as a general term to describe the distance one must
travel from the trip origin to fixed-route services, or to the destination from fixed-route service. If
both the “first mile” and “last mile” are suitably accessible, the entire journey can be made on the
fixed-route service.
In some communities, such as Salt Lake City, Utah, and Tacoma, Washington riders who are
conditionally eligible under ADA are picked up at the door, but then taken to a suitable transfer
point to the fixed-route system.8 A variation on this initiative can include a fare-free program for
registered specialized transit riders who use the fixed-route system. Where different agencies
provide the different services, the specialized transit agency typically reimburses the transit
system for the cost of the transit trip. The substantially lower cost compared to specialized transit
results in a lower cost per-trip and more spontaneity for the rider.
Service Coordination Between Operators
Integration among operators can be used to expand travel opportunities for certain groups of
riders, as well as achieving operational efficiencies for the operators involved. For example,
services in Teller County could connect with Metro Mobility services to expand the reach of Teller
County services to virtually anywhere in the Metro Mobility service area, or with other human
service providers for other areas. Silver Key and Amblicab are also exploring ways to coordinate
and expand services to Green Mountain Falls.

8

Transit Cooperative Research Program, TCRP SYNTHESIS 76: Integration of Paratransit and Fixed-Route
Transit Services, Transportation Research Board Washington DC, 2008, pg. 20
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Where service areas overlap, it may be possible to segregate service areas among providers and
establish transfer points to shorten vehicle trips for specific agencies and improve their efficiency.
These types of measures need to be considered carefully with concern for the passenger first and
not be implemented simply for operational advantage, since they require passengers to transfer
at service boundaries.

Recommendations
The recommendations in this section are based on assessment for the themes as well as the
existing coordination plans and initiatives. They support and endorse the progress made to date,
and recommend continued efforts in existing and new areas.
Mobility Manager Role
Coordination of activities in a multiple-provider environment is recommended to access federal
funding and has demonstrated important savings, productivity gains, and increased capacity
potential. Overall, these factors play a significant role in improving transportation options for
people with disabilities.

Maximizing the opportunities for coordination requires effective Regional
management of coordination initiatives, and this role is ideally suited to the
PPACG Mobility Management position.
Each of the specific recommendations for coordination program development relies on a
coordination role for the PPACG Mobility Manager position. Depending on the pace of progress in
each area and the level of involvement of participating agencies, it is likely that additional
resources will be required in the Mobility Management Office. In 2012, PPACG and stakeholders
engaged in a process that supported the mobility management role as part of PPACG, and it is
recommended that this role continue and be expanded as necessary.
It is recommended that the Mobility Manager take on the role of champion in the coordination
efforts, at least initially to promote each initiative and manage the development of
implementation teams. As these teams are developed, team leaders should be encouraged to take
on increasing leadership roles in the development and management of the implementation plan,
reducing the level of active involvement of the Mobility Management Office, while still
maintaining a key coordinating role for the Mobility Manager.
The development of the mobility management position and supporting resources could proceed
similarly to the plan developed for the organizational development of ACT as outlined in the 2012
Coordination Plan Update. That plan outlines the tasks and relationships necessary for ACT to play
the coordinating role for the development of the joint dispatch center and other coordination
activities. In the current context, it is appropriate that the PPACG and specifically the Mobility
Management Office to assume this overall role, with specific consideration for management of
individual projects. With the organizational structure of the PPACG in place, most of the
organization structure envisioned for ACT will not be required, since they are already established
in the PPACG framework. However, some of the elements remain relevant on a project-by-project
basis and for attracting participation in various initiatives, including:
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Establishing project-specific memoranda of understanding with project partners;
Developing project budgets and monitoring programs; and
Identifying staff and external resources for overall coordination efforts as well as individual
projects.

Funding for the Mobility Manager position presents a unique challenge. While the Mobility
Management Office is responsible for coordinating and aiding efforts of various systems and
agencies within the region, the office also competes for funding with these same agencies,
particularly from upper-tier sources. This competitive context is counterproductive to the
cooperative spirit required in the relationship among regional transportation agencies in their
efforts to coordinate services, resources, and efforts.
This situation is replicated in many mobility management programs, and represents both an
opportunity and a challenge to work with other Mobility Managers and the broad range of local
agencies and decision makers to work towards establishing stable funding sources for mobility
management.
Table 5.3 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.3: Criteria – Mobility Manager Role
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Improved coordination function has the ability to reduce overall costs.

Mobility

Seamless coordination can provide a wider range of services to clients.

Community

Overall benefits to users and the community include improved services at lower cost.

Deliverability

No technical constraints present; however, intuitional barriers to consolidated coordination
could present challenges.

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Coordination Program Development Process
Each service area and initiative has a step-wise progression of programs that lead from a basic
introductory level of information sharing to ful coordination or even integrated programs.
Programs should be designed to attract maximum participation from agencies, both in terms of
resources and areas coverage, so that demonstrated benefits of participation can be an incentive
to expand participation to other agencies. At the same time it is important that agencies be
attracted to any particular program, but not compelled to participate. An effective communication
plan, highlighting the potential and actual benefits of each program, will be required. Also,
participation in one program should not raise expectations or obligations for participation in
another program – each agency may have particular needs and objectives that could be better
met by some programs than others.
Table 5.4 indicates progressive steps from low levels of coordination and resource sharing to full
integration in each service area. It is likely appropriate that different initiatives progress at
different rates and eventually mature at different levels of coordination. Goals and objectives
should be periodically monitored to ensure that progress is achieved to a level that meets the
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needs of all participants, even if those needs change over time. It may even be possible and
appropriate for different agencies to participate at different levels of coordination within a single
initiative; for example, one agency may join in a coordinated operator training initiative and
participate in the development of common curriculum, but may chose not to proceed to joint
training delivery.

The key is to maintain a level of flexibility that allows each agency to be
comfortable with its own role in the program and to realize benefits that are
appropriate to the agency.
It is the role of the other participants, under the leadership of the Mobility Manager, to promote
program benefits and attract participants to each program.
Some programs may be made redundant or irrelevant by subsequent programs – for example,
specific information initiatives are likely to be replaced by a mature joint call center operation. As
noted in the Joint Scheduling and Dispatch Center Business Plan in the 2012 Coordination Update,
there are general steps to be incorporated into the development of each initiative and individual
project, including:





Identifying needs or problems;
Researching what agencies presently do and identify options for change;
Determining how to collaborate in a manner that is advantageous for several agencies; and
Implementing.

However, in the current environment, it is appropriate to shift the overall perspective of the
coordination activities from being dedicated to the development of the joint call center, dispatch
and scheduling system, with other activities as lower priorities, to one where the joint center
initiative represents the current focus of activity, as one of a multi-faceted approach to
coordination across the region. Simpler, easier-to-implement initiatives should not be deferred
simply because of the focus on the joint center development.

Service
Area

Program

Initial Stage

Developmental Stage

Mature Stage

Customer Service Initiatives

Table 5.4: Potential Coordination Steps

Information
Sharing

Ensure a mechanism for
sharing information on
transportation, programs,
eligibility, fares, service
areas, etc., among the
different providers so each
has access to it.

Develop a clearinghouse
repository of all
information. Each
participating provider is
responsible and equipped
to update the information
as required; technology
permits public access with
links to individual
providers.
Allow for easy update and
integration of information
from new participating
agencies.

Develop common
information materials for
all participating agencies,
with integrated info as
much as possible, and
separate information
under common themes.
Allow for easy update and
integration of information
from new participating
agencies.
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Service
Area

Program

Initial Stage

Developmental Stage

Mature Stage

Travel Training

Ensure a mechanism for
sharing information on
Travel Training programs,
suppliers, etc., as well as
access information for
customers.

Develop a common
curriculum for all
participating providers.
Develop pool of qualified
vendors or external
providers.

Develop an integrated
Travel Training service
delivery model,
coordinated through
Mobility Management
Office.

Operations

Allow for easy update and
integration of information
from new participating
agencies.
Operator Training

Ensure a mechanism for
sharing information on
operator training
programs, topics, best
practices, etc.

Develop common
curriculum for all
participating providers.
Allow for easy update and
integration of information
from new participating
agencies.

Develop integrated
operator training service
delivery model,
coordinated through
Mobility Management
Office.

Volunteer
Coordination

Develop common
database/information on
available volunteers.

Establish pilot program to
share volunteer resources.
Expand pilot operations.

Monitor program
effectiveness and refine as
necessary.

Current implementation –
four operators with Route
Match software.
Shared scheduling
resources.
Single entry point call
center.

Joint scheduling/dispatch
among expanded
participants.
Joint call center.

Monitor program
effectiveness and refine as
necessary.
Refine as necessary in
development of hybrid
brokerage model.

Taxi Vouchers

Research best practices.
Refine usage estimates
(from Transit Solutions
Team).
Establish budget/funding
source/approval.

Monitor program
effectiveness and refine as
necessary.

Monitor program
effectiveness and refine as
necessary.

Volunteer Driver
Program

Research best practices,
including existing area
programs.
Establish goals and
objectives, with associated
policy framework.

Implement volunteer
driver program,
coordinated with
individual agency
programs.

Monitor program
effectiveness and refine as
necessary.

Monitor development and
progress of joint
scheduling call center
initiative.

Expand functionality and
mandate of joint call and
scheduling center.

Information Sharing with
volunteers to promote
cross-volunteering.

Service Delivery

Joint
Dispatch/Call
Center

Transportation
Service

Develop interoperability
solution for software
communications.

Monitor program
effectiveness and refine as
necessary.
Coordinate region-wide
transportation service
delivery through hybrid
brokerage model.
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Joint
Maintenance

Ensure a mechanism for
sharing information on
vehicle maintenance
including costs, vendors,
preventative maintenance
programs, regulatory
requirements, etc.

Establish joint contracts
for various maintenance
elements among
participating agencies.

Develop common
maintenance function with
common provider
(possible multiple
locations) for all
participating agencies.
Monitor program
effectiveness and refine as
necessary.
Refine as necessary in
development of hybrid
brokerage model.

Assemble data and
information on existing
policy coverage, limits.
Explore best practices.

Establish joint coverage
among participating
agencies.
Monitor costs and
effectiveness.

Monitor program
effectiveness and refine as
necessary.
Refine as necessary in
development of hybrid
brokerage model.

Establish joint
procurement process
among participating
agencies.
Monitor costs and
effectiveness.

Monitor program
effectiveness and refine as
necessary.
Refine as necessary in
development of hybrid
brokerage model.

Joint Insurance

Engage broker to advise on
issues and barriers to joint
insurance.
Joint
Procurement

Ensure a mechanism for
sharing information on
vehicle procurement
including vehicle
specifications, costs,
vendors, life cycle costs,
etc.

Monitor costs and
effectiveness.

Establish joint
procurement strategy.

Near-Term Initiatives
These project outlines present an outline of initiatives and programs for specialized transportation
projects at the initial stage, and likely within the first five years of the plan implementation. The
information and priority suggestions are based on the our analysis of the services and general
understanding of priorities from PPACG staff, the project Steering Committee, and stakeholder
input.
Approximate costs are identified for each project. In-house estimates are based on an estimated
number of hours, percentage of time allocated to administration, operations and IT staff, and
average hourly rates for each based on the 2012 update: PPACG ($35), other agency staff ($30)
operations ($20) Information technology staff ($35) volunteer members ($15). Tracking these
costs as they occur is important since they can be used to account for matching costs in grant
applications.
On-going operating costs for many of these programs (excluding joint call center and
scheduling/dispatch) would be assumed by the PPACG Mobility Management Office. Operating
costs have not been specifically identified at this time, but would be developed as part of the
implementation planning in each project.
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Table 5.5: Information Sharing Program
Service Area

Customer Service

Program:

Information Sharing

Program Description:

Develop coordinated system of information sharing for all participating providers.

Project:

System would allow Mobility Manager and staff from all systems to access information
from other systems.
System would link with development of common call center number to facilitate
information sharing to customers and potential customers.

In-House Activities:

Identify types and extent of information to be shared.
Gather existing information, including electronic documents and hard copies of brochures,
ads, etc.
Establish a location in the Metro Mobility office to provide information resources to
clients.

Support Team:

Mobility Manager, agency staff, IT support.

External Activities:

Likely none.

Costs:

In-House: $17,000.
External: none.

Table 5.6 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.6: Criteria – Information Sharing
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Limited cost and potential for cost efficiencies across agencies. Most costs are currently
incurred with marketing and distribution of information.

Mobility

Provides broader sources of information on mobility options.

Community

Provides overall community benefits through increased information on mobility choices.

Deliverability

Technical challenges include providing fully centralized, electronic access to materials and
information.

Positive impacts

=
=

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Table 5.7: Travel Training Program
Service Area:

Customer Service

Program:

Travel Training

Program Description:

Develop coordinated curriculum/delivery system for customer Travel Training.

Project:

Develop information sharing system among all area providers for Travel Training
information.
Review existing curriculum for all Travel Training programs and develop common
curriculum proposals. This activity will support mid-term development of common
curriculum.
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Service Area:

Customer Service

In-House Activities:

Information Sharing System:



Identify types and extent of information to be shared;
Gather existing information, including electronic documents and hard copies of
brochures, ads, etc.;

Establish a location in the Metro Mobility office to provide information resources to
clients.
Common curriculum development:




Establish common curriculum development team from agency representatives;
Identify key and optional curriculum elements; and
Identify potential shared curriculum elements.

Prepare foundation report for curriculum development; and
Obtain external support for curriculum development.
Support Team:

Curriculum development consultant.

External Activities:

Mobility Manager, agency staff, IT support.

Costs:

Curriculum development – curriculum development consultant.

Program:

In-House:



Information Sharing: $17,000.
Curriculum foundation: $9,000.

External: $25,000.

Table 5.8 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.8: Criteria – Travel Training Program
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Potential for cost savings and efficiencies by combining redundant programs.

Mobility

Potential for more seamless mobility options for end users.

Community

Overall benefits include increased knowledge of mobility options and how the services
function.

Deliverability

No technical constraints present; however, end users can be hesitant to try new mobility
options. The quality of training will be key to supporting users.

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Table 5.9: Operator Training Program
Service Area:

Operations

Program:

Operator Training

Program Description:

Develop coordinated curriculum and delivery system for operator training.

Project:

Develop information sharing system among all area providers for operator training
information, curriculum topics, training manuals and instruments, etc.
Review existing curriculum for all Travel Training programs and develop common
curriculum proposals. This activity will support mid-term development of common
curriculum.
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Service Area:

Operations

In-House Activities:

Information Sharing System:





Identify types and extent of information to be shared, proprietary information,
funding sources, etc.;
Inventory current training resources and budgets;
Gather existing information, including electronic documents and hard copies of
brochures, ads, etc.; and
Develop housing location in Mountain Metro office.

Common curriculum development:

Support Team:


Establish common curriculum development team from agency representatives;

Conduct review of operator training requirements and materials;

Identify key and optional curriculum elements;

Identify potential shared curriculum elements;

Prepare foundation report for curriculum development; and

Obtain external support for curriculum development.
Mobility Manager, agency staff, IT support.

External Activities:

Curriculum development consultant.

Costs:

In-House:



Information Sharing: $19,000.
Curriculum foundation: $11,000.

External: $45,000.

Table 5.10 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.10: Criteria – Operator Training
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Improved coordination and pooling of resources has the opportunity to provide cost savings
and efficiencies.

Mobility

Potential for more seamless experience for users (consistent training among providers).

Community

Overall benefits include seamless and consistent provision of services.

Deliverability

Technical challenges include incorporating the standards of each provider and agreeing
upon an appropriate training curriculum.

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Table 5.11: Volunteer Coordination Program
Service Area

Operations

Program:

Volunteer Coordination

Program Description:

Develop program to coordinate volunteer resources across agencies. Currently Fountain
Valley and Silver Key have volunteer driver programs.

Project:

Information Sharing and Pilot Program Development
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Service Area

Operations

In-House Activities:

Information Sharing:



Develop common database/information on available volunteers; and
Information sharing with volunteers to promote cross-volunteering.

Develop pilot program details:







Participants;
Training and orientation requirements;
Information sharing/volunteer booking system;
Remuneration parameters;
Evaluation program; and
Establish system-wide requirements and budget.

Support Team:

Mobility Manager, agency staff, IT support.

External Activities:

Likely none.

Costs:

In-House:



Information Sharing: $18,000.
Pilot program: $14,000.

Table 5.12 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.12: Criteria – Volunteer Coordination
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Improved coordination and pooling of resources has the opportunity to provide cost savings
and efficiencies.

Mobility

Potential to provide better customer service with more staff (volunteer) resources.

Community

Community benefits through improved level of service (more and well trained volunteers).

Deliverability

No technical constraints present; however, volunteer management and training can be
logistically challenging.

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Table 5.13: Joint Call Center, Scheduling, and Dispatch Program
Service Area

Operations

Program:

Joint Call Center, Scheduling, and Dispatch.

Program Description:

Develop joint call center/scheduling and dispatch function.

Project:

Continue current implementation plan with joint call center.

In-House Activities:

Update and refine detailed implementation plan, following testing of software at initial
deployment agencies.

Support Team:

Mobility Manager, agency staff, IT support.

External Activities:

See detailed implementation plan.

Costs:

In-House:

Capital budget approved and secured.

Operating budget: 250,000 annually.
External: included in capital budget.
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Table 5.14 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.14: Criteria – Joint Call Center, Scheduling, and Dispatch
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Improved coordination and pooling of resources has the opportunity to provide cost savings
and efficiencies. Upfront costs to develop the systems and obtain necessary equipment
would be shared among providers. This type of coordination can be seen as favorable when
applying for grant funding.

Mobility

Potential for more seamless mobility options for end users.

Community

Overall benefits include increased mobility, efficient travel, potential cost savings, etc.

Deliverability

Challenges exist to providing services, equipment, and software that meet the needs of all
providers involved. Institutional challenges to such coordination may exist as well.

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Table 5.15: Taxi Vouchers Program
Service Area:

Service Delivery

Program:

Taxi Vouchers

Program Description:

Taxi voucher system to provide subsidized taxi trips for capacity management and
increased travel opportunities.

Project:

Establish pilot program for taxi voucher system.
Identify full program budget requirements.

In-House Activities:

Refine transit solutions team assessment to identify needs, potential uptake.
Develop pilot program details:





Participants;
Subsidy levels;
Voucher system – scrip or electronic; and
Evaluation program.

Establish overall budget for region-wide program.
Support Team:

Mobility Manager, agency staff, IT support.

External Activities:

Likely none.

Costs:

In-House: $14,000.

Table 5.16 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.16: Criteria – Taxi Vouchers
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

The cost to implementing such a program may have additional revenue benefits in
encouraging use of all services (if taxi voucher system exists).

Mobility

Potential for more seamless mobility options for end users.

Community

Overall benefits include increased mobility and the potential to attract new users (with taxi
voucher as a safety net for travelers).
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Criterion

Notes

Deliverability

Technical challenges would generally including negotiating contracts with taxi providers at
appropriate rates, and incorporating electronic fare technology if desired.

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Table 5.17: Volunteer Driver Program
Service Area

Service Delivery

Program:

Volunteer Driver Program

Program Description:

Region-wide system of volunteer drivers for eligible trips.

Project:

Develop pilot program for volunteer drivers.

In-House Activities:

Research best practices.
Develop pilot program details:





Participants;
Subsidy levels;
Voucher system – scrip or electronic; and
Evaluation program.

Prepare system wide implementation plan.
Support Team:

Mobility Manager, agency staff, IT support.

External Activities:

Professional support for planning, insurance requirements, communication program,
organizational management.

Costs:

In-House: $23,000.
External: $40,000.

Table 5.18 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.18: Criteria – Volunteer Driver
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Improved coordination and pooling of resources has the opportunity to provide cost
savings and efficiencies.

Mobility

Potential to provide better customer service with more staff (volunteer) resources.

Community

Community benefits through improved level of service (more and well trained volunteers).

Deliverability

No technical constraints present; however, volunteer management and training can be
logistically challenging.

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Table 5.19: Joint Maintenance
Service Area

Fleet

Program:

Joint Maintenance

Program Description:

Ensure a mechanism for sharing information on vehicle maintenance including costs,
vendors, preventative maintenance programs, regulatory requirements.

Project:

Information and Joint Contract Development
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Service Area

Fleet

In-House Activities:

Information Sharing
Identify types and extent of information to be shared, including maintenance practices,
preventive maintenance programs, schedules, vehicle rosters, etc.
Gather existing information, including electronic documents and hard copies.
Develop joint contracts
Research regulatory requirements and agency differences.
Establish maintenance program requirements.
Research available vendors and opportunities.
Establish contract requirements.
Evaluation program.

Support Team:

Mobility Manager, agency staff, IT support.

External Activities:

Maintenance specialist.

Costs:

In-House:



Information Sharing: $15,000.
Contract development: 21,000.

External: $20,000.

Table 5.20 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.20: Criteria – Joint Maintenance
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Improved coordination and pooling of resources has the opportunity to provide cost
savings and efficiencies.

Mobility

Potential for more seamless experience for users (consistent maintenance and reliability of
vehicles).

Community

Overall benefits include seamless and consistent provision of services.

Deliverability

Technical challenges include incorporating the maintenance standards of each provider and
identifying and negotiating contracts with appropriate maintenance shops.

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Table 5.21: Joint Insurance
Service Area

Fleet

Program:

Joint Insurance

Program Description:

Develop joint vehicle insurance coverage for all participating providers.

Project:

Establish joint insurance program.

In-House Activities:

Assemble information on all existing insurance policies, coverage, deductibles, etc.
Identify joint coverage requirements to satisfy each agency.
Investigate opportunity to work with Mountain Metro/Metro Mobility for joint coverage.
Identify broker resource to establish joint coverage.

Support Team:

Mobility Manager, agency staff.

External Activities:

Use of insurance broker.
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Service Area

Fleet

Costs:

In-House: $23,000.
External: 15% brokerage fee.

Table 5.22 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.22: Criteria – Joint Insurance
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Improved coordination and pooling of resources has the opportunity to provide cost savings
and efficiencies.

Mobility

No impact.

Community

Overall benefits include potential cost savings, etc.

Deliverability

No technical constraints present; however, intuitional barriers to consolidated coordination
could present challenges.

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Table 5.23: Joint Procurement
Service Area

Fleet

Program:

Joint Procurement

Program Description:

Develop coordinated system of vehicle procurement for all participating providers.

Project:

Develop maintenance information sharing system among all area providers, leading to
joint procurement strategy.
System would allow Mobility Manager and staff from all systems to access information
from other systems.

In-House Activities:

Identify types and extent of information to be shared, including vehicle rosters, design
specifications, life cycle costs, warranties, user experience, accessibility specifications.
Gather existing information, including electronic documents and hard copies.
Centrally locate information resources at Metro Mobility.
Develop joint procurement strategy as foundation for mid-term joint procurement
initiative, detailing costs and benefits, potential specification opportunities and issues.

Support Team:

Mobility Manager, agency staff, IT support.

External Activities:

Procurement specialist.

Costs:

In-House: $24,000.
External: $25,000.

Table 5.24 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.24: Criteria – Joint Procurement
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Improved coordination and pooling of resources has the opportunity to provide cost
savings and efficiencies.
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Criterion

Notes

Mobility

Potential for more seamless experience for users (consistent vehicles for all providers – as
needed).

Community

Overall benefits include seamless and consistent provision of services.

Deliverability

Technical challenges include agreeing upon the characteristics of the fleet (to gain purchase
advantage – economies of scale).

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges

Promote the Use of Fixed-route Transit
It is recommended that the specialized service providers build on other initiatives (user training,
etc.) to transition appropriately qualified users to the MMT fixed-route service. However, this can
only be achieved if MMT stops are fully accessible for users and the services support the
connectivity from origin to destination. As previously noted, this may require transfers between
services to deliver passengers to their final destination. There are two key opportunities for
service integration and coordination:



Integration among specialized services (Mountain Mobility of other providers) and fixedroute; and
Integration among specialized service providers.

Each of these opportunities can require passengers to transfer among vehicles.

Careful consideration is necessary of the conditions for the transfer, whether
or which transfers are voluntary versus mandated, the functional abilities of
the individual passenger, and the availability of a suitable transfer
environment.
Various actions would be required to realize this recommendation. These actions include:





Identify initial list of accessible destinations;
Develop initial implementation program (pilot) for selected origins, destinations and
passengers;
 Select potential transfer points for transfers to fixed-route:
- High frequency fixed-route;
- Fixed-route service to key accessible destinations;
- Potential to develop suitable transfer facility;
 Establish high quality transfer points for identified locations; and
 Solicit volunteers for pilot program based on functional ability and travel patterns.
Develop initial implementation program (pilot) for specialized transit trip coordination:
 Review eligibility criteria and barriers to implementation;
 Resolve eligibility barriers for initial program implementation;
 Identify key destinations for direct trips;
 Identify key destinations for coordinated transfer;
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Select potential transfer points for specialized transit transfers (ideally at same location
as fixed-route transfers);
Establish high quality transfer points for identified locations; and
Solicit volunteers for pilot program based on functional ability and travel patterns.




Other longer-term initiatives would need to proceed to fully realize the potential integration of
specialized and fixed-route transit services. The recommended initiatives include:






Establish service standards and eligibility determination for fixed-route trips;
Develop coordinated travel policies;
Expand and enhance neighborhood accessibility;
Establish technology supports; and
System evolution to trip-by-trip eligibility.

Table 5.25 presents a summary of the application of criteria supporting the advancement of this
recommendation.
Table 5.25: Criteria – Promote the Use of Fixed-route Transit
Criterion

Notes

Fiscal

Improved coordination with MMT and the opportunity to provide cost savings and
efficiencies.

Mobility

Expands mobility options for specialized users.

Community

Overall benefits include lower cost for the provision of services (benefit to taxpayers).

Deliverability

Technical challenges include user training and encouragement.

Positive impacts

Moderate challenges

Considerable challenges
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6

Funding & Implementation
Introduction
This chapter presents the current funding and revenues available for specialized transit, related to
the recommended projects and initiatives.

Funding Sources
Current Funding Revenue Sources
Federal, state and regional funding support the operations, maintenance, and expansion of MMT
services—including fixed-route services (MMT), specialized ADA services (Metro Mobility),
transportation demand management programs (Mountain Metro Rides). Table 6.1 summarizes
the funding programs that support MMT services. As noted earlier, agencies with similar and
complementary objectives compete for some of these funds, which introduces an unproductive
competitive atmosphere into what are designed to be collaborative efforts. Stable funding for the
coordinating the role of the Mobility Management Office could help to address this situation.
Table 6.1: Specialized Funding Programs
Program Name

Program Description

Federal Funding Programs
Section 5310

Discretionary funding program for capital needs by private nonprofit groups in meeting
the transportation needs of the elderly and persons with disabilities when the
transportation service provided is unavailable, insufficient, or inappropriate to meeting
these needs. Funds are apportioned based on the share of population for these groups of
people in each state.

Section 5317

New Freedom funds - Capital and operating expenses for new public transportation
services and new public transportation alternatives beyond those required by the
American with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), that are designed to assist individuals with
disabilities. Now part of Section 5310 funds

Section 5307

Funding program for capital and operating expenditure needs. Distribution formula based
on a combination of service parameters and population.

Section 5316

Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) program. Capital, planning and operating
expenses for projects that transport low income individuals to and from jobs and activities
related to employment, and for reverse commute projects. Now part of Section 5307
funds
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Program Name

Program Description
Title III provides for formula grants to state agencies on aging, under approved state
plans, to stimulate the development or enhancement of comprehensive and coordinated
community-based systems resulting in a continuum of services to older persons with
special emphasis on older individuals with the greatest economic or social need,
with particular attention to low-income minority individuals.

Title III OAA

These grants are widely used to support transportation programs.
Transportation
Alternatives Program (TAP)

Program that merged with three previous funding programs, including Transportation
Enhancements (TE), Recreational Trails, Safe Routes to School, and several other
discretionary programs.
Eligible activities include planning, design and development of facilities for non‐motorized
forms of transportation and safe routes for non‐drivers, conversion of abandoned rail
corridors to trails, and the preservation or rehabilitation of historic transportation
facilities.

State Funding Programs
Funding Advancements for
Surface Transportation
and Economic Recovery
Act (FASTER) – Local

State funding program to maintain transportation needs including local transit systems.

Funding Advancements for
Surface Transportation
and Economic Recovery
Act (FASTER) – Statewide
Pool

Statewide competitive capital pool allocation eligible for transit capital funding. (E.g. for
fiscal year 2015, CDOT approved funding for vanpool vehicle replacements).

Non-Emergency Medical
Funds (NEMT)

The PPACG Mobility Management Office may be able to tap into funds available for NEMT
services through the Department of Health Care, Policy, and Finance (HCPF), by playing a
supporting and coordinating role in a multi-county NEMT brokerage.

Local and Regional Funding
PPRTA Funds

Annual capital and operating funding for transit provided based on sales tax revenues
generated within the PPRTA tax district.
10% of the total PPRTA budget as allocated for fixed-route and specialized transit
operations. 55% of the budget is allocated to a variety of transportation capital
expenditures, including vehicle replacement, pedestrian and cycling improvements, and
road improvements.

City of Colorado Springs

Annual City general funds provided to fund MMT operations and expansion.

Table 6.2 shows the general eligibility of the recommended projects for various funding programs.
In this table, eligibility under the FTA funding programs refers to the original funding program
criteria.
Table 6.2: Funding Program Opportunities for Recommended Projects
Service
Area

Program

Customer
Service
Initiatives

Information
Sharing
Travel Training

5307

5310

5316

√

√

√

√

5317

Other

√

√

Notes
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Service
Area

Program

Operations

Service
Delivery

Fleet

Service
Integration

5307

5310

5316

Operator
Training

√

√

Volunteer
Coordination

√

Joint
Dispatch/Call
center

√

Taxi Vouchers

5317

Other

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Volunteer
Driver Program

√

√

√

√

Transportation
Service

√

√

√

√

Joint
Maintenance

√

√

√

√

√

Joint Insurance

√

√

√

√

√

Joint
Procurement

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Fixed-route
Feeder
Specialized
Coordination

√

√

Notes

√
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